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ABSTRACT
Distracted driving has been a heavily researched area, and the negative impacts it
has on driving performance is well known. Eye movement patterns of distracted drivers
have also been studied, though insight into what the driver specifically looks at is not as
well known. Researchers have studied eye movement metrics like average fixation
durations, eyes-off-road glance times, time to first fixation, among other eye movement
variables, over an entire drive, but not as much attention has been given to what the
driver is looking at in a specific moment in time. The current study uses the Tobii Pro
X2-60 eye tracker to investigate how eye movement patterns change while viewing
driving scenes with different sets of instructions and while completing a secondary task.
This dissertation aimed to study where drivers were looking under various
conditions to see how eye movement patterns changed in relation to different task
instructions and task load. The results suggested that task instruction highly influenced
how and where drivers looked at different areas of interest in the scene, while task load
had lesser effects. These findings suggest that eye movements are largely impacted by
task goal and have a purpose to allocate attention on the most relevant parts of the scene
to decide whether it is safe to proceed. These findings are largely in support of top-down
knowledge as a factor in eye movement planning while scanning a driving scene.
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CHAPTER 1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Driving is a skill that is gained through experience. Typically, this comes with
time behind the wheel as we can see this reflected in elevated accident rates of those less
experienced. Younger drivers are eight times more likely to be in a fatal car crash as
opposed to 45-to-64-year old drivers, and almost three times for 18-year old drivers
(Pollatsek, Fisher, & Pradhan, 2006). These reasons are often attributed to emotional
immaturity, speeding, and in general, reckless driving.
However, when McKnight and McKnight (2003) reviewed thousands of accident
reports from young drivers between 16-17 years old and 18-19 years old in California and
Maryland, the reasons previously attributable to emotional immaturity and reckless
driving may be less related to these factors. Instead, they may be from failures to practice
safe driving practices like proper scanning (e.g., searching ahead, to the side, and to the
rear) and to recognize the danger in their risky actions (McKnight & McKnight, 2003).
In-depth studies of accident analyses have been done to further investigate the
situation and details leading up to the accident, see Werneke and Vollrath (2012).
Interestingly enough, over 90% of the intersection accidents, specifically, had a main
reason attributed to lack of information that lead to the driver’s error (Werneke &
Vollrath, 2012). Basic visual search studies have shown that memory for our own search
patterns are no better than guessing those of another individual (Võ, Aizenman, & Wolfe,
2016). In a real-world setting, if a driver thinks they have scanned the scene for
everything but have missed some important areas or objects, this could lead to
dangerous consequences.
In order to further investigate scene interrogation and the viewing patterns of
drivers under various conditions, this dissertation will use eye tracking to explore where
people look in driving scenes under various conditions.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Over the past couple of decades, advanced in-vehicle technologies that were only
offered in high end vehicles, are now options in lower priced models (Banks & Stanton,
2016; Lee et al., 2015). These technologies aim to improve safety by adding a second
layer of protection to assist the driver in monitoring their surroundings. Technologies,
such as advanced cruise control that enable ‘hands and feet free driving’ (Banks &
Stanton, 2016), also allow the driver to engage in other tasks while driving (Wu & Boyle,
2015) inadvertently increasing driver distraction and crash risk.
Distracted driving is contributing factor to motor vehicle crashes among novice
and experienced drivers (Klauer et al., 2014). Importantly, car accidents are the leading
cause of morbidity and mortality in adolescents (Winston, 2014). Drivers between the
ages of 15 and 20 years make up 6.4% of drivers on the road, yet account for 10% of all
vehicle traffic related deaths and 14% of injury related crashes; these rates may be due to
age, inexperience, and risky driving behaviors (Klauer et al., 2014).
Reimer (2009) defined distraction as anything that takes the driver’s attention (a
system to control human action and distribute limited cognitive resources (Recarte &
Nunes, 2000), away from operating the vehicle, which includes cognitive distractions
and physical or manipulation tasks such as manually tuning the radio dial. In general,
distractions are divided into three categories: visual, manual, or cognitive (Pope, Bell, &
Stavrinos, 2017). A visual distraction is anything that takes the driver’s eyes off the road,
while a manual distraction is anything that takes the driver’s hands off the steering
wheel. Lastly, cognitive distraction encompasses situations where attention may be
drawn to internal physical (e.g., bodily discomfort) or mental states (e.g., daydreaming
or problem solving) while the driver’s eyes are directed to the road ahead. This form of
cognitive distraction while driving may be a leading cause of accidents since the driver’s
mind tends to be off of the road for longer periods of time, causing them to lose sight of
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the task at hand (Reimer, 2009). For this review, we will assume that where a driver is
looking is where their attention is directed though it is not always the case.
Attention as a Fixation
Drivers’ eye movement patterns are studied in order to determine what
information is acquired while driving. The patterns of fixations suggest where the driver
is looking (Ceder, 1977) and where their attention is, though this is not always the case as
in instances of mind wandering (He, Becic, Lee, & McCarley, 2011). However, for this
literature review, it is assumed that a driver’s fixation is synonymous with where in the
environment they are attending.
While driving, 95 percent of the driver’s time is spent monitoring the roadway
straight ahead (Angell et al., 2006), yet over 70 percent of collisions occur to the front
portion of the car that can be seen out of the front windshield (Young, 2012). Failures of
attention due to improper lookout, inattention, and internal distraction (Treat et al.,
1979) are frequently cited in police reports as a contributing factor to driving mishaps
that account for 90% of crashes (Shinar, 2008).
With those factors considered, a critical research issue is understanding the cause
of these attentional failures and how performance of concurrent tasks such as talking
and texting using a cell phone may exacerbate these effects. Talking on a phone might
diminish the influence of top-down and bottom-up processes on eye movements or it
could also affect the processing of what is fixated. For instance, performance of a
concurrent task might affect how drivers habitually scan a driving scene for hazards (i.e.,
top-down). The concurrent task might reduce the effectiveness of hazards in a scene to
capture a driver’s attention via low level sensory cues such as motion, color or brightness
(i.e., bottom-up), or alternatively it might affect later stages cognitive processing
associated with identification and categorization of objects as hazards (later cognitive
stages of cognitive processing). The terms top-down, and bottom-up are synonymous
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with the terms endogenous and exogenous control of attention. This literature review
reviews what is known about the effects of “distraction” on each of these processes.
The Three Factors That Influence Eye Movements
Driving is a skill that is learned and becomes more proficient over time. A critical
aspect of driving is being able to effectively monitor the environment to detect and
anticipate hazards to maintain situation awareness (Lee et al., 2006). More specifically,
it is important to know what types of hazards to look for and where to look for them. This
knowledge is derived from a driver’s experience negotiating roadways across many
different situations. The sum of this experience-based knowledge represents the
individual’s driving related schemas. Schemas are a type of organizational framework or
data structure, similar to a semantic network or mental model, that help organize
knowledge in a meaningful way, generally about related content (Sternberg & Sternberg,
2009).
Schemas contain many different types of information including representations
of physical objects such as cars, driving related plans or strategies, driving behavioral
patterns, as well as visual details of meaningful scenes (Henderson, 2003). A driving
schema is characterized as a hierarchy of information where under higher-level variables
such as driving style, street, or environmental conditions reside other relevant
information. For example, the variable “street” may contain values reflecting types of
road environments including urban, suburban, and highway. In turn, residing under
each of these terms is information such as speed limits, associated driving rules, what
may be found in the environment (e.g., traffic lights, pedestrians, large trucks), hazards
that may be more common in each environment. Schemas are one important type of topdown information source that influence driver attention and associated eye movements.
Drivers may be more or less responsive to certain roads or changes in the
environment depending on their prior experience with said conditions. It could also be
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affected by increases in processing demands necessary to scan the scene for hazards, or
by the cognitive demands associated with competing tasks. As a driver gains experience,
visual scanning behaviors that were initially effortful and deliberate become more
automatic and less demanding reflecting the automatic and unconscious influence of
schematic information. The greater the influence of schemas in relation to experience
has an associated benefit, namely that it frees up working memory capacity making the
driver less susceptible to the limitations of working memory capacity (Paas, Renkl, &
Sweller, 2004). This allows for increased task performance (Paas et al., 2004) as drivers
become more skilled.
Eye movement patterns of drivers have been studied extensively, but a driver’s
awareness of where they looked has received less attention. More specifically, upon
seeing a driving scene, can drivers identify areas or objects they would typically fixate,
and do they actually scrutinize these areas when presented with the scenes? Thus, it is
unknown whether a driver’s eye movement patterns corroborate what they report as
important regions of the scene to interrogate. Researchers have defined three sources of
information that are known to influence eye movements when viewing visual scenes and
will be discussed below.
Influence of Top-Down Information
Top-down influences of eye movements can be broken down into three separate
knowledge sources, schema, task-related, and episodic (Wu et al., 2014).
Influence of Schemas. Objects in a scene may attract our attention and it is
not always due to their saliency. Rather, top-down knowledge derived from experience
with certain scenes or what is referred to as scene-schema knowledge (also generic
sematic and spatial knowledge) (Henderson, 2003) may influence the driver’s attention
and eye movements. Scene-schema knowledge includes information about objects that
are likely to be found in a specific scene category like a school zone versus a construction
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zone, a highway or a residential road (Henderson, 2003). Based on the driver’s prior
knowledge about a category of a driving scene, a more experienced driver may direct his
or her gaze towards locations such as crosswalks or sidewalks to look for the presence of
children or the likely location of school zone lights instructing them to slow down. While
experienced drivers’ eye movements may gravitate to these regions of a scene, novice
drivers lack the elaborated schema and thus, must rely on more effortful, deliberate
cognitive processes or bottom-up cues to guide attention.
Schemas can be activated early on during scene perception or by internal
thoughts. The rapidity of this process is suggested by studies of “scene gist.” This
research shows that observers can identify the general category of a scene or a “scene’s
gist” (e.g., a nature scene, a city, scene, etc.) in less than 100 milliseconds (Greene &
Oliva, 2009; Wolfe et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2014). Identification of scene gist reflects
activation of the schema and related information that may influence the guidance of eye
movements to regions of the scene where objects they are looking for are likely to be
found, or the information they need for the task (e.g., looking for road markings to stay
in the lane).
The gist of a scene is closely related to the scene-object relationship (Wu et al.,
2014). Drivers who are able to access scene-object knowledge know where to look for
objects in the scene before most of the objects in the scene are even identified. For
instance, fixations guided by a schema (Henderson, 2003), like driving through a school
zone and looking for children or busses, are cues an experienced driver might use. Sceneobject knowledge in conjunction with episodic memories (discussed later), can guide
fixations to regions of a scene where children are likely to be found, or to objects that
might obscure them, like a bus or other cars.
Though there may be a lack of visibility of children in a school zone, an
experienced driver will still pay attention to the area near the busses or underneath the
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bus to see if there are any feet that might show there are children present. Possible prior
experience in which a child darted out from behind a bus into the road might make a
driver extra cautious if this happened to them before which is episodic knowledge. Both
of these together take the information and contact of what is happening in the scene to
guide our attention to certain objects so we do not waste resources attending to objects
that have low priority or a lack of useful information.
In contrast, a novice driver might not consider the bus as a potential hazard or a
precursor cue to anticipate the presence of children. This behavior is specific to a school
zone whereas an urban setting may have crosswalks that would cue a driver to be on the
lookout for pedestrians or bicyclists if there are bike lanes. A more experienced driver’s
schema might contain information about a range of hazards and their probability such as
knowing to look out for pedestrians near intersections. Experience allows a driver to
anticipate potential hazardous situations and strategizes for scanning the environment
and detect and avoid them (Ziv & Lidor, 2017).
Another type of schema related knowledge is spatial regularities (a variation of
scene and object relations); this is the meaning an object has and its relation to the scene
(Wu et al., 2014). Drivers know to look for other cars on the road, pedestrians on
sidewalks and not in the sky (Henderson, 2003). In such cases, external sources of
information such as a pedestrian crossing or school zone sign can aid visual search by
identifying the potential hazard(s). This primes the driver to constrain their visual search
to certain regions of the scene.
Together with spatial regularities, generic world knowledge about scenes,
knowing that cars drive on the ground and not in the sky, influence a viewer’s search
patterns (Henderson, 2003). Recent models of eye movements including the contextual
guidance model of Torralba et al. (2006) incorporate contextual information that bias
initial eye movements toward regions of the scene where the target stimulus is most
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likely to be located. For instance, when looking for a pedestrian in a street scene, the
model emphasizes regions near the ground plane more than other regions of the scene
(i.e., the sky). Schemas also aid search because residing within the hierarchy is
information about the properties of the target object, which increase the specificity of the
target template. Research has shown that knowing what the target looks like positively
impact the speed of target detection (Donnelly et al., 2007).
Contextual influences. Upon approaching an intersection with a stop sign, drivers
scan the intersection looking at specific locations for objects like a stop sign, pedestrians,
crosswalks, or cross traffic based on knowledge reflecting scene-object relations as well
as spatial relationships between objects or object-object relations. Scene-object relations
include information about the kinds of objects that are likely to be found in different
road environments (e.g., highway, rural, urban, or suburban road), while object-object
relations concern the spatial relationships between objects such as pedestrians walking
on sidewalks or crosswalks, and a stop sign being found on the right corner of an
intersection. Together, these different relationships between objects in the scene
demonstrate the influence of different types of top-down knowledge (Wu et al., 2014) on
gaze behavior.
When approaching an intersection, drivers tend to look at other cars, the traffic
light, stop sign, or street corners for possible pedestrians. Other cars, signs, and
pedestrians are on the ground while the traffic light is above the intersection in the
vertical plane. Based on schemas drivers know what to look for (object-scene relations)
and where know where to look for these objects (spatial regularities). The temporal
qualities of the information—namely whether the information is static or dynamic also
influences eye movements. While static information, such as a stop sign, may draw a
single fixation, dynamic information such as a traffic signal, pedestrian, or movements of
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a car may draw multiple fixations so the driver can update their current status as they
are subject to change.
Additionally, research has shown that our eyes are drawn to the most informative
areas of a scene because they are distinct and informative (Rayner, 1998). Given this, I
hypothesize the following:
Hypothesis 1. We hypothesize that there will be at least 50% agreement of where
drivers looked and where they clicked in the images.
Task-Related Knowledge. The second class of schema information that
influences the distribution of eye movements or attention is task-related knowledge (i.e.,
controlled by a strategy) (Henderson, 2003). Much of human behavior is related to
behavioral goals whether it is walking to our office, writing a response to an email, or
searching for road sign. Over the last several decades, researchers have recognized that
eye movements and attention are strongly associated with our current behavioral goals.
In other words, an observer’s eye movements are purposeful and endogenously
controlled in support of current goals or tasks (Henderson, 2003). In a study where
participants were asked to view an image seven times with different instructions each
time, their fixation behavior was different each time and the objects fixated were those
that provided the most task relevant information that was suggested by the instructions
(Yarbus, 1967).
Henderson (2003) has noted that a driver’s tendency to look in certain regions of
a scene in may be influenced by what he has termed “general-gaze control policies”
(Henderson, 2003). For instance, a driver intending to change lanes will look at the rear
and side view mirrors. In this case, where the driver looks is dictated by the task they are
performing (e.g., changing lanes). Otherwise, the mirrors may be not be scrutinized by
the driver. Likewise, Wickens has proposed that the inclination to look in certain areas is
related to the value of the information that might be gained by looking there (the
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presence of another car) and the physical effort associated with having to turn and look
for cars in the blind spot. Both value and effort are incorporated in Wickens’ SEEV
model (Wickens et al., 2003) of attention allocation and is shown below in Figure 1.

Figure 1. SEEV model (Wickens et al., 2001).
The nature of the task influences eye movement behavior (Rayner, 1998) and
task-specific fixation patterns in natural environments have also been shown to have a
large degree of regularity between participants (Hayhoe et al., 2002). Buswell (1935)
found that different task instruction of picture viewing tasks resulted in different
fixations sequences, yet all the participants fixated on the same important elements in
the picture. Accordingly, I hypothesize there will be a shift in the distribution of fixations
to AOIs depending on the task specifically:
Hypothesis 2. We hypothesize that there will be a shift in the distribution of fixations
when turning right.
Hypothesis 2a. Participants will make significantly more fixations to the right when
turning right.
Hypothesis 2b. Participants will have a significantly shorter time-to-first-fixation to
the right when turning right.
Episodic Knowledge. The last source of top-down information that we will
consider is short-term and long-term episodic knowledge. Short-term episodic memory
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is specific to a time and place. For example, a driver may note the presence of a
pedestrian or a car that is maneuvering erratically and they may intermittently fixate the
location of the pedestrian or car as they are pertinent now. In contrast, long-term
episodic memories are enduring in part because their relevance extends beyond the
current experience. Take the example of a driver who drives through a red signal light,
failing to recognize in time that at this specific intersection the traffic signals are
positioned at the corner of the intersection rather than over the middle of the lane
(Henderson, 2003). This experience is more likely to result in activation of atypical
scanning behavior for the signal that is activated each time the driver approaches this
specific intersection.
Bottom-Up Information Sources
The second major type of influence on eye movement patterns is bottom-up or
saliency-based cues. Bottom-up cues include object size, color, motion, and brightness
(Connor, Egeth, & Yantis, 2004; Theeuwes, 2010). The bigger, brighter, or faster an
object moves, the more likely it is to involuntarily capture the attention of an observer.
This stimulus cannot so easily be ignored; for example, imagine a plastic bag flying
across the road while driving. Although a plastic bag may be rare on a roadway, its
movement is conspicuous capturing the driver’s attention despite the fact it is unrelated
to a driver’s goal or the scene’s schema. The visual systems may be predisposed to
detecting certain features like a flash of light or motion (Reynolds, Eastwood, Partanen,
Frischen, & Smilek, 2009) that may be useful in discriminating objects from their
background. A continuing source of disagreement in the visual attention literature is
whether sudden motion or the on-set of a target obligatorily captures attention or
whether it is modulated by another task demand.
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Reward History
Another factor that influences eye movement patterns is reward history. Research
has found that monetary incentives can influence top-down control of selection (Small et
al., 2005). Studies have shown that incentives increased functioning in limbic regions
and the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC). The PCC integrates perception, memory,
emotion, and attention, and may be a neural interface between emotion and top-down
control of attention (Small et al., 2005). When we are rewarded, we feel good, and we
may direct our attention to objects that are going to continue to make us feel good.
Other evidence suggest that eye movements may be biased by selection history.
In other words, objects that have been fixated previously in a given context may have a
greater chance of being fixated again given another presentation of the same scene, even
when it is irrelevant to the current goal (Awh, Belopolsky, & Theeuwes, 2012). For
example, finding money on the ground as you walk to class may result in you looking
again in the same area next time you pass the spot even though the location is not
pertinent to your current goal of getting to class. In visual search tasks, participants may
look to an empty region of a scene where the target previously was located (Henderson,
2003).
How Different Types of Distractions Affect Eye Movements
Less studied is how different types of distraction affect eye movement patterns.
We can distinguish three types of distraction including cognitive, manual, and
perceptual. For the purpose of this review, only cognitive and manual distractions will be
discussed.
Cognitive Distractions
Drivers may be under the false impression that using a Bluetooth or integrated
hands free (IHF) phone while driving will negate the negative effects of using a phone
while driving (Sodhi, Reimer, & Llamazares, 2002). Though the physical need to directly
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interact with a cell phone is largely eliminated by using an integrated hands-free cell
phone (IHF), experimental evidence suggests that IHF systems offer little benefit over a
handheld (HH) phone (Fitch, Bartholomew, Hanowski, & Perez, 2015). This finding
reveals the primary source of driver interaction is not manually interacting with the
phone but rather the cognitive demands associated with engaging in a conversation, and
the relative emphasis, or value, the driver assigns to driving versus other tasks.
Additionally, an unintended consequence of freeing the hands is that drivers may
engage in other tasks like eating and drinking while driving with an IHF (Soccolich,
Fitch, Perez, & Hanowski, 2014). If texting or talking on the phone while driving was not
bad enough, eating while driving has been shown to put the driver at the same level of
risk (Irwin, Monement, & Desbrow, 2015). Though it may not seem as dangerous as
using a cell phone while driving, eating while driving has been shown to negatively
impact driving performance in regard to lane positioning control and reaction time
(Irwin et al., 2015). Consequently, IHF does not offer much benefit if the driver uses
their hands to engage in other non-driving related tasks since they no longer must hold
the phone.
Surprisingly, when a driver interacts with a HH phone, their visual attention to
the forward roadway was found to significantly increase (Soccolich et al., 2014). This
may be due to a restriction in the driver’s range of motion of having to hold the phone to
their ear, which in turn requires the driver to remain forward facing. Nonetheless, just
because a driver’s eyes are on the road ahead does not guarantee they will respond to a
hazard in time, or at all. As previously shown by Briggs et al. (2011, 2016), drivers can
become cognitively distracted without taking their eyes off the road and yet be unable to
detect or process a possible hazard. So, while IHF phones may eliminate the need to
physically handle a phone, they do not eliminate the cognitive demands associated with
processing and generating responses to verbal queries.
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Manual Distractions
With all of the new technology in cars, drivers have more distractions than ever
before at their fingertips. According to Moray (1990) as cited in (Sodhi et al., 2002)
drivers can only focus on one stimulus while simultaneously trying to search for, at most,
three others. And, when a driver engages in a secondary task, specifically a visual one,
there is a decrease in the visual resources that can be allocated to driving (Rumar, 1988).
Car manufacturers want drivers to be safe, so deciding where and how to present
information is of great concern (Wittmann et al., 2006). Even without external
distractions, a driver must take their eyes off the road to check their mirrors or
speedometer, though these tasks are directly related to the primary task. This becomes
problematic when another task is introduced that reduces the amount of time the driver
is able to dedicate to monitoring the road (Wittmann et al., 2006). Eyes-off-the-road
time dramatically increased when drivers performed a secondary task requiring them to
follow a route on a navigational display compared to when they completed the drive
without it (Fairclough & Maternaghan, 1993).
Even when a driver remains forward facing, they are still able to see and detect
other parts of the scene that are not just straight ahead of them due to their peripheral
vision. Peripheral vision also serves a purpose while driving to help the driver identify
abrupt onsets, or changes as well as to guide eye movements (Crundall et al., 1999). It
also aids in maintaining proper lane positioning. Monitoring the road edges closest to
the vehicle provide vital information that is essential for lane maintenance and is utilized
by the driver (Land & Horwood, 1995) that is often done with our periphery. Through
peripheral vision, the driver takes in necessary information in order to make proper
corrections on maintaining a safe position within their lane.
To conclude, the way drivers allocate their fixations while driving and completing
a secondary task may be a strategy and done on purpose. Recarte and Nunes (2000)
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reported a tendency toward decreased fixation durations in a real world driving task, as
did McCarley et al. (2004) using a change blindness paradigm. The mean fixation
durations reported by McCarley et al. (2004) were over 100 ms. The short fixation
durations may also represent a strategy to intersperse quick scans of the environment
while text messaging. The shortened interrogation of the visual image at fixation may
result in a failure to identify the fixated stimulus as a target (Hooge & Erkelens, 1999;
McCarley et al., 2004) and lead to inattention blindness.
Secondary Tasks and Their Effect on Driver Eye Movements
Completing another task can affect eye movement parameters such as fixation
durations and fixation displacements (Sodhi et al., 2002). When the cognitive load of the
driver increases, drivers change how they allocate their attention. When performing a
secondary manual such as making a phone call, changing the radio, or sending a text
message while driving, the tasks compete for a limited resource namely visual attention
(Nijboer, Borst, van Rijn, & Taatgen, 2016). Visual attention must alternate between the
primary and secondary task, thus increasing the risk of a missed hazard (e.g., watching
the road and maintaining position within the lane, while also composing a text message)
(Vollrath & Totzke, 2003).
This can result in a reduction of the horizontal distribution of fixations. The
standard deviation of the distribution of fixation locations relative to the road is smaller
when drivers perform a secondary task regardless of the difficulty level (Recarte &
Nunes, 2000; Sodhi et al., 2002); this produces a ‘tunneling effect’ or constricted field of
view that potentially reduces a driver’s awareness of the environment in their periphery
(Briggs et al., 2011; Reimer, 2009). An example of the tunneling effect can be seen in
Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2. A simulation of what cognitive tunneling or the tunneling effect looks like for
the fixations distribution of a distracted driver (Young, 2012).
Recarte and Nunes (2000) demonstrated the effects of a secondary task on
fixation distributions. Participants completed both a verbal and spatial-imagery task
while driving on two different routes, a highway and an ordinary road. Both the
horizontal and vertical standard deviations of fixations were reduced while completing
each task, but the spatial-imagery task produced the largest effects.
In addition to task type, the amount of workload can also affect eye movement
patterns. An effect of increased cognitive workload on eye movements was demonstrated
by Harms (1991). Harms had participants drive on a highway and a village road, and
then repeat both of these drives while performing mental arithmetic—summing two
random numbers together (Harms, 1991). Analyses suggested that the driver’s cognitive
load was higher on the village roads than on the highway even though the speed limit
was higher on the highway (80 km/hr versus 50 km/hr). This demonstrates that more
complicated road scenes, like the village drive that had signs, higher traffic density, and
pedestrians, induced a higher workload (Harms, 1991). Other research has also produced
similar effects of reduced situation awareness while driving with an increased mental
workload (Balk, Moore, Steele, Spearman, & Duchowski, 2006)
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Cognitive and Perceptual Tunneling
A driver must retain some sensitivity to the influence of bottom-up cues that may
define potential unexpected hazards. Sensitivity to bottom-up cues varies depending on
the degree of cognitive or perceptual load imposed by a secondary task. Recent research
has shown that secondary cognitive tasks (e.g., performing a one-back task) produce
generalized interference, thereby reducing sensitivity uniformly across the visual field
(Savage, Spano, & Bowers, 2019). By contrast, a secondary foveal perceptual task
requiring a participant to identify a rotated target letter reduces sensitivity, but
disproportionally more for more eccentric locations producing what is classically
referred to as “tunnel vision” (Williams, 1985). Consequently, only the most salient
peripheral stimuli (e.g., a bright flash of light, large moving object) may be effective in
capturing attention.
Although it could be argued that a smaller, more concentrated area of attention
on the road ahead of a driver is a bad thing, it may prove to be not all bad for the driver.
According to NHTSA data (as cited in (Young, 2012)), 70% of all crashes involve striking
another object with the front of the car. Figure 3 shows the frequency of different impact
angles for car collisions. What is not known is whether the increased emphasis of the
road ahead is a conscious, deliberate strategy of drivers or merely the byproduct of the
effects of distraction on eye movement patterns.
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Figure 3. Diagram of the frequencies of impact angles from Young (2012).
Performing secondary tasks is known to affect other eye movement metrics.
Drivers take longer to respond, fixate on one area in the scene longer, or decrease the
number of overall fixations (Briggs et al., 2011). There is likely to be a performance
decrement especially when the secondary task becomes harder (Harbluk, Noy, Trbovich,
& Eizenman, 2007; Sodhi et al., 2002), though studies have shown the effect is
moderated by experience performing the secondary task (Borowsky, Shinar, & OronGilad, 2010; Borowsky, Shinar, & Parmet, 2008), working memory capacity (Watson &
Strayer, 2010), and the complexity of the driving environment (e.g., highway versus
village driving) (Harms, 1991). A secondary task with a cognitive component may result
in changes to the processing speed of threats and the ability to make strategic operation
decisions (Lee et al., 2017). Likewise, another task with a manual component may cause
the drive to take their hands off the steering wheel or feet off the pedals (e.g., changing
the radio dials or reaching for a dropped object); and additionally a visual secondary task
may cause the driver to take their eyes off the road (e.g., talking to a passenger in the
back seat and running a stop light) (Lee et al., 2017).
Harms (1991) had participants perform calculation tasks while driving and the
mean driving speed decreased, while the calculation time increased. Like most of the
population, the participants showed an increase in calculation response time while
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driving through the village as opposed to driving on the highway– potentially due to
more congestion, sign, and pedestrians to watch out for while performing the
calculation. The drivers’ cognitive load was found to be inversely related to speed; as the
cognitive load increased, the driver tended to slow down (Harms, 1991).
Not only is driving speed and response time to tasks affected, but the task
complexity can also influence the fixation duration (Pan et al., 2004). Fixations have
been associated with deep cognitive processing (Pan et al., 2004) and our eyes are pulled
to the most task relevant areas of a scene because they are physically distinctive and
informative (Rayner, 1998). One way to measure these eye movement metrics is within
an Area of Interest (AOI) (Loftus & Mackworth, 1978) and that the fixation frequency in
an AOI is an indication of the degree of importance while the fixation duration is an
indication of the complexity and difficulty of the display (Fitts et al., 1950). Given this
information, we hypothesize that a secondary task will interfere with a participant’s
typical scanning patterns, more specifically:
Hypothesis 3a. We predict that participants will make significantly fewer fixations to
the AOIs compared to the single task condition.
Hypothesis 3b. We predict that participants will have significantly shorter first fixation
durations to the AOIs compared to the single task condition.
Hypothesis 3c. We predict that participants will have significantly longer times to first
fixation to the AOIs compared to the single task condition.
Considering the task load and task instruction together, we hypothesize that eye
movement patterns will vary by task direction based on task load, specifically:

Hypothesis 4a. We predict there will be an interaction between task instruction and task
load across all eye movement metrics (time-to-first-fixation, total fixation duration, first
fixation duration, and fixation count).
Inattentional Blindness
Thus far, this literature review has explored how distraction induced by a
secondary task might affect the influence of bottom-up and top-down processes on eye
movements and related attentional processes. Figure 4 illustrates these different
influences on eye movements and attention. The following section addresses how
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distraction affects higher-level cognitive stages associated with the processing of
information from each fixation.

Figure 4. Diagram of factors that affect eye movement patterns and attention for the
processing of information.
Over the last decade, research on Inattentional Blindness (IB) has powerfully
demonstrated that observers can fail to detect an unexpected stimulus though they may
fixate near or on it. Theoretical accounts of IB suggest that when performing a task that
observers select information relevant to their tasks or goals which are referred to as the
attentional set (Most & Astur, 2007). The attentional set consists of specific visual
features in the scene that are consistent with what the driver is looking for (e.g., the blue
and yellow arrows used in Most and Astur’s (2007) study). These features are used to
guide the allocation of attention in the environment as well as populate a search template
with features of the relevant target. Stimuli that do not share these features are less likely
to be fixated.
IB was demonstrated using a simulated driving task where participants were
instructed to follow a series of arrows that appeared in the scene and that indicated
where to take left or right turns. Importantly, the arrows were colored blue or yellow.
Half of the participants were told to follow the blue arrows and the other half were told
to follow the yellow arrows. Toward the end of the simulation, a blue or yellow
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motorcycle approached in the oncoming lane, and then swerved in front of them. The
results showed that collisions were more frequent (7% versus 36%), and drivers were
slower to respond (4.506 versus 4.692 seconds) to the motorcycle when the color of the
approaching motorcycle did not match the color of the arrows the participant was
instructed to follow (Most & Astur, 2007). The results suggest that the attentional set
affected the response to the motorcycle despite the motorcycle’s motion, size, color, and
relevance in the driving task. This shows that bottom-up processes were not sufficient to
overcome the influence of the driver’s attentional set.
IB may underlie the Look-But-Failed-To-See (LBFTS) accounts of accidents. An
example of a LBFTS error in “real-world” driving is when a driver fixates on the brake
lights of the car ahead but does not process this as being a hazard and fails to hit their
brakes accordingly. Sometimes LBFTS errors may be as inconsequential as failing to take
the correct exit, or as dangerous as failing to process a red traffic signal while driving
through an intersection. IB illustrates that simply fixating a target does not ensure it will
be recognized or processed because it is inconsistent with the attentional set.
Performance of a concurrent task might also abbreviate processing of
information at fixation. Recarte & Nunes (2000) reported a tendency toward decreased
fixation durations in a real world driving task, as did McCarley et al. (2004) using a
change blindness paradigm. The mean fixations reported in McCarley et al. (2004) were
over 100 ms. It is possible that shorter duration fixations may also represent a strategy to
quickly scan between the visual scene and a text message. The shortened interrogation of
the visual image at fixation may not allow sufficient time for processing the fixated
stimulus to identify it as a target (Hooge & Erkelens, 1999; McCarley et al., 2004).
Change Blindness
Another phenomenon that likely contributes to LBFTS mishaps is Change
Blindness (CB). This failure to detect large changes in the environment under natural
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viewing conditions because of a brief visual interruption is called CB (O’Regan, Rensink,
& Clark, 1999; Simons & Ambinder, 2005). When a driver chooses to text, they increase
their eyes off the road time by nearly 400% (Hosking, Young, & Regan, 2009) and can
result in a failure to detect changes in the scene that occurred in the intervening time.
The experience of CB is pertinent to driving because hazards can go unnoticed if
they occur while the driver is looking away from the road (O’Regan et al., 1999).
McCarley et al. (2004) investigated whether conversations using hands-free cell phones
affected a driver’s ability to perform a change detection task. Young and older drivers
viewed naturalistic, daytime driving scenes, while some were also engaged in a natural
conversation with a confederate. The results suggested that the cognitive workload of a
casual conversation was enough to decrease a driver’s ability to notice changes in the
scene. For younger participants, the conversation with the confederate negatively
affected their performance more than it did for older participants when detecting even
the most salient of changes. Overall, the most errors participants tended to make were
failing to detect changes within the scene (McCarley et al., 2004).
Situation Awareness and Driving
As previously mentioned above, experience is critical to the development of
schemas. The more experiences we have, the more we are able to connect different
schemas together and make them more detailed, that makes them larger and easier to
access. The repeated exposure helps solidify long-term memories that can be referenced
in later situations. In turn, situation awareness develops from schemas that aid in
perception, comprehension, and prediction of pertinent driving cues (Winston, 2014).
Schemas can aid in establishing situational awareness. Situation awareness (SA)
is a person’s understanding of the state of the environment (Endsley, 1995). This is the
foundation for making decisions, and being aware of our surroundings also influences
our eye movement patterns (Grüner & Ansorge, 2017). At the very basic level of SA is a
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person’s ability to perceive information in the environment. Once a person integrates
that information with their goals, it creates a better sense of understanding of the
information and leads to level 2 SA (Endsley, 1995). So, not only is it important for a
driver to be aware of the roadway and their vehicle, but of other drivers as well as
knowing what to look for in specific environments or situations. The third, and last, level
is a person being able to predict into the future; in the case of a driver, he or she would
need to be anticipating and predicting what other drivers may do. This can help drivers
decide how best to react to possible situations (Underwood, 2007).
Together these three levels relate to the need for a driver to correctly predict,
identify, and respond to hazards. The third level has been shown to be related to working
memory capacity, suggesting that hazard perception demands cognitive resources
(Crundall, 2016). Experts can chunk information when manipulating it in their working
memory. Thus, they have more cognitive resources available to scan for hazards, or
perform other driving related tasks, so they might not need executive control, and
therefore require less effort from the driver in predicting possible hazards (Crundall,
2016). Although the task may be more automated for experts, it still requires some
resources such that especially demanding secondary tasks may impair hazard perception
for experienced drivers (Crundall, 2016).
Recarte and Nunes (2000) noted that, “visual perception is the main source of
information when driving, and attention is crucial to visual perception” (p.31). If a driver
is not able to perceive a hazard, then they are already at an increased risk for an accident.
Failure to see, as well as failure to process a potential hazard, is a major problem that
researchers have been facing. Hazard perception is an essential part of safe driving, and
it is commonly defined as the ability to predict dangerous situations on the road
(Crundall, 2016).
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Being able to anticipate these events before they happen is very important,
however, this can be difficult to do if a driver does not know what hazard to look for,
when to look for it, or where it might occur in different scenarios. Schemas would be an
important component of establishing SA. Developing schemas that can strategically
guide eye movements will reduce the cognitive workload of the driver, and free up
resources to monitor the environment. For the experienced driver this is second nature,
but for the novice driver it is very resource intensive.
Experience and the Driver
Studies have shown that experienced drivers and novice drivers scan their
environments differently. An important difference being that a more experienced driver
will often scan a wider range of the driving scene than a novice driver will. Experience of
a driver tends to help develop a greater functional field of view. Novice drivers tend to
focus on a small, concentrated area in front of them because driving is still very attention
demanding.
The demands of the driving also impact the inexperienced driver’s ability to
monitor the environment and makes them more susceptible to the effects of secondary
tasks. Experimental findings show that experienced drivers use different search
strategies compared to novice drivers when viewing hazard perception videos
(Underwood et al., 2011). For example they have a smaller functional field of view
(FFoV), and are less effective in detecting hazards while viewing video clips (Crundall et
al., 1999). Similarly, while driving a car, experienced drivers make shorter, and more, eye
fixations on the roadway (Underwood et al., 2011) compared to novice drivers. In
contrast, novice drivers had longer fixation durations and were unable to attend to as
many areas in the field.
Many studies have shown that novices and experts have different scan patterns
when performing various driving tasks (e.g., (Caird, Chisholm, & Lockhart, 2008)), and
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that experts tend to outperform the novices. As previously stated, expert drivers have a
certain ‘sensitivity’ to the road environment that is acquired over time that novice drivers
lack (Underwood, 2007). One study has even shown that, although, there should not be a
difference between experts and novices when completing a simple driving task, novices
end up spending most of their time looking at the road ahead and fail to monitor the
car’s mirrors (Lee et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2006; Shinar, 2008). Novice drivers typically
dedicate most of their cognitive resources to vehicle control and less to safe driving
techniques.
Most drivers look straight ahead when there is nothing unusual happening in the
driving scene (Underwood, 2007). But, when more experienced drivers are not looking
straight ahead, they look towards the left and right of the scene, presumably looking for
pedestrians, parked cars, checking their mirrors, and other possible hazards. This
suggests that they have learned where to look by experience or from near misses. Novices
do not have the, almost natural, advantage of having years of experience. Novice drivers
will also gravitate towards looking primarily at the road straight in front of them, except
when performing a secondary task and look more at the task than on the road (Olsen,
Lee, & Simons-Morton, 2007).
In addition, while more experienced drivers scan far and wide, novices are more
inclined to look at the area closer to the vehicle (Huestegge, Skottke, Anders, Müsseler, &
Debus, 2010) and make more vertical fixations– possibly suggesting that the ability to
anticipate where hazards may come from is learned (Underwood, 2007). Analyses of eye
movement patterns of drivers on different road types, found that more experienced
drivers had varying eye patterns depending on the road, whereas novice drivers’ eye
movement patterns stayed relatively constant (Underwood, 2007). In simulator based
studies, novices made less fixations to areas in the scene that have information about
potentials for hazards than more experienced drivers (Pollatsek et al., 2006).
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Similarly, experienced drivers outperformed novices in three different hazard
perception tests, thus implying hazard prediction is an essential part of the hazardperception process (Crundall, 2016). Mourant and Rockwell (1972) also found that
novice drivers tended to have more concentrated fixations, longer fixation durations,
looked closer to the front and right side of the vehicle, and looked less frequently at their
mirrors than did experienced drivers. Thus, novice drivers monitor a smaller, more
concentrated area in the scene even under low demand conditions. A novice driver, who
already scans less, is more inclined to miss more cues or hazards when tasked with a
concurrent task. Knowing this, a computer program was developed that helped train
novice drivers where to look in the scene for potential risks. Though the results helped
the novices improve substantially, it does not guarantee that the driver will respond
appropriately to the situation (Pollatsek et al., 2006).
Given the importance of experience and knowledge about hazards, their
probabilities, and the characteristics of specific roadways, significant differences
between novice and experienced drivers might be expected. Research shows that drivers
have a higher crash risk because of age-related and experience-related factors (Lestina &
Miller, 1994) which may be because novice drivers look at the road differently than
experienced drivers since they lack a certain sensitivity to road complexity (Underwood,
2007).
Theoretically this is a good start for training novices, but studies have shown that
people do not always remember where they previously looked in certain scenes (Võ et al.,
2016). Võ et al. (2016) had participants complete either a change detection or a search
task, followed by an identification task of deciphering between their eye movement
patterns to that of another person. The results indicated that an observer was no better
at knowing where he or she looked when compared to another person. This suggests that
we do not look exactly where we think we look in a scene, and this could have dangerous
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consequences if we fail to survey a particular area of the driving scene. This may also
suggest we are subconsciously able to activate our schemas to check places in a scene,
but not remember doing so. In other words, people do not look where they think they
look, and whether these results transfer to driving scenes needs further investigation.

Table 1. A summary of the study hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1

We hypothesize that there will be at least 50% agreement of where
drivers looked and where they clicked in the images.
We hypothesize that there will be a shift in the distribution of
fixations when turning right.

Hypothesis 2

H2a.Participants will make significantly more fixations to the right
when turning right.
H2b.Participants will have a significantly shorter time to first fixation
to the right when turning right.
We hypothesize that a secondary task will interfere with a
participant’s typical scanning patterns.

Hypothesis 3

H3a. We predict that participants will make significantly fewer
fixations to the AOIs compared to the single task condition.
H3b. Participants will have significantly shorter first fixation
durations to the AOIs compared to the single task condition.
H3c. Participants will have significantly longer times to first fixation
to the AOIs compared to the single task condition.
We hypothesize that eye movement patterns will vary by task
direction based on task load.

Hypothesis 4

H4a. We predict there will be an interaction between task instruction
and task load across all eye movement metrics (time-to-first-fixation,
total fixation duration, first fixation duration, and fixation count).
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS
Preliminary Studies
Study 1a- What areas of a scene do drivers report as most important to look
at when viewing images of road scenes?
An exploratory study was conducted to identify areas of different road scenes that
drivers report as important. Still shots were taken from naturalistic driving videos
recorded by Burge & Chaparro (2018). The driving videos were recorded in and around
Wichita, Kansas. The research question and hypothesis for study 1a can be found in
Table 2 below.

Table 2. The research question and hypothesis for Study 1a.
Research Question

Hypothesis

Are there areas in the driving scene
that drivers perceive as more
informative to scrutinize?

We hypothesize that there are areas that
participants will report as more informative
to scrutinize.

Method
Participants. A sample of 15 students completed the study. They were required to
be 18 years of age or older, a student at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University’s (ERAU)
Daytona Beach Campus, and have a valid United States driver’s license. They were
recruited by word of mouth from the Human Factors and Behavioral Neurobiology
Department, and as an announcement for an extra credit opportunity by the instructor of
an Introduction to Psychology 101 class.
Materials. A brief survey consisting of basic demographic and driving behavior
questions was created on the Google Forms platform, which took approximately five
minutes to complete (see Appendix B). The still shots were taken from videos that Burge
and Chaparro (2018) created of real-life driving situations from the driver’s perspective.
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The still shots were then carefully reviewed and coded according to the environment of
the video (e.g., busy intersection, construction zone, quiet road, etc.).
Next the still shots were ranked by three members of the Applied Perception and
Performance Lab at ERAU according to five complexity categories: high, medium high,
medium, medium low, and low. The high complexity category was eliminated as no still
shots were identified as belonging in this category. Upon a second review, six still shots
from the medium high, medium, and low categories were chosen to create a set of 18 test
stimuli. The still shots were presented to participants using PowerPoint. To investigate
the effects of visual saliency, a black and white copy of the still shots was also created.
The order of presentation of the stimuli in the PowerPoint slide set were randomized to
account for any order effects. The stimuli were displayed on a screen 3.4 meters away
from the participant using a video projector with lights turned off for optimal viewing
(projection screen was 5’x 9’ and the images had a resolution of 5120 x 2880p).
Procedure. Once participants arrived at the lab, they filled out an informed
consent, completed the survey, and then began the main portion of the study where their
responses were audio recorded. The researcher explained the instructions of the study
and asked if they had any questions. The participant was positioned 3.4 meters away
from the projection screen projector, seated behind a desk with a Logitech steering wheel
and gearshift that was attached to the desk with a gas and brake pedal on the floor.
Though they were not required to use this equipment, they were encouraged to “use”
them if it helped them feel like they were behind the wheel of a car.
Eighteen still shots were presented to the participant sequentially. They were
instructed to imagine they were driving through the scene and to identify objects or areas
in the scene they would look to determine if it was safe to proceed. Once they finished
identifying the locations, they were asked to rank them in order of importance. This
meant the areas or objects most pertinent to attend to in order to scan for hazards. The
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investigator used the pencil tool to circle the locations in the scene as they were
identified by the participant, and then placed a number next to each one as the
participant ranked them. Below in Figure 5 is an example of reported areas of
importance and their respective rankings from Participant 2 once they finished calling
out areas and ranking them.

Figure 5. Example from Participant 2 who reported five areas of importance and
rankings.
Results
Fifteen drivers (n = 10 males) participated in the study (M = 24.1 years, SD = 4.7
years) with an average of over five years of driving experience (M = 8.1, SD = 4.3). Ten
drivers completed the study with stimuli in the color, and five completed it in the black
and white version. One participant’s data from the color set was deleted due to a
misunderstanding of the instructions. All but one participant reported using some form
of navigation device when driving to a new destination and six reported never texting
while driving, whereas only one reported never talking on the phone while driving even
with a Bluetooth connection.
A tally was kept for each object (e.g., signal light, stop sign) and area of each
scene (e.g., look to right side for traffic approaching the intersection) that the
participants identified as important to evaluate to safely navigate the scene. The tallies
were then converted into percentages to show the percent of participants who identified
the object or region as important since there was a different number of participants per
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condition (color versus black and white stimuli). After, a qualitative comparison of
percentages between image color groups was performed. No systematic differences were
found for the black and white versus full color images. Overall, participants reported the
same major areas and objects of importance in both conditions. Still shots and the
percentages of each object/area of importance can be found in Appendix C.

Figure 6. Importance rankings. From left to right (row): P10, P07, B&W P03, and B&W
P05.
Discussion
The purpose of this exploratory study was to determine if there is consistency
across participants in terms of what objects/areas of a scene they report as important to
evaluate in order to determine if it is safe to proceed. The results suggested that there
was agreement among participants, and the hypothesis was supported. The stimuli were
taken from real world driving videos and were presented in colored or black and white to
determine if what participants reported as important was influenced by the saliency of
the region or object. No systematic differences were found upon review of the
objects/areas that were reported and their rankings according to image format (i.e., color
versus black and white).
Participants reported most often looking at the road ahead of them and the car
ahead of them if one was present in the scene. Traffic signals were among the most
important regions/object reported by participants. Since the status of the traffic signal
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dictates whether the driver must stop or can proceed ahead, it reflects the consistent
ranking. The presence of parked cars on the sides of the road, or in a turn lane
(oncoming or beside the driver), were frequently mentioned as important as they may
come into contact with the driver’s path if they pull out in front of them, as well as the
driver to change or maintain lane positioning to accommodate adjacent cars. Oncoming
traffic was monitored due to drivers checking their path of travel and evaluating whether
oncoming traffic may cross their path of travel.
The rearview mirror was collectively referenced, in 17 out of the 18 color still
shots and 16 out of 18 of the black and white still shots. The rearview mirror was more
frequently reported than either side view mirror. This may have been because most
videos were recorded on a two-lane road or in the right lane of a multilane road. Drivers
also reported checking their rearview to make sure they were not being tailgated or if
they needed to stop abruptly, they wanted to know how close the car behind them was.
This study helped define the areas of interest that drivers report as important while
navigating a scene, and suggests the areas and objects frequently cited as important are
shared across drivers.
Since this study just used images of suburban and city scenes, further analysis
should be done to compare these reported areas and objects to different road scenes
(e.g., highway). This study also used a convenience sample with a relatively small sample
size that may not be representative of a larger population. Additional data should be
collected.
Study 1b- What areas of a scene do drivers report as most important to look
at when viewing still shots of road scenes? A follow up study.
After completing study 1a, a follow up study was conducted to confirm whether
the objects/areas identified by participants in Study 1a generalized to a larger group of
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participants. The research question and hypothesis for study 1b can be found in Table 3
below.

Table 3. The research question and hypothesis for Study 1b.
Research Question

Hypothesis

Are there areas in the driving scene
that drivers perceive as more
informative to scrutinize?

We hypothesize that there are areas
participants will report as more informative
to scrutinize.

Method
Participants. Respondents were required to be 18 years of age or older, have a
current driver’s license in the United States of America, and internet access. Participants
were recruited by word of mouth, email, survey swap websites, or online mediums such
as Reddit and Facebook.
Materials. A brief survey was created using Optimal Workshop’s “Chalkmark”
platform. Participants viewed eight driving images selected from the larger set used in
study 1a. Images were selected as to whether or not there was the option to continue
straight or make a left-hand turn/ get into the left turn lane in the photo (though the
option to make a left-hand turn did not end up being a factor in the current or future
study). After the informed consent, an instruction screen was presented to the
participant that explained what the participant would be doing in the study. There was
an example image with an explanation of each box in the photo that simulate the
rearview, left, and right mirrors, as well as example areas or objects they may click had
this been a real trial. The example photo was not used in the study’s stimuli set.
Participants were instructed to click on the image to identify the most important regions
of the scene, in the order of importance, and where/what they would look at to
determine whether it was safe to proceed straight ahead. The image was presented five
times for the participant to click, in order, of where they would report looking. The
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participants then did this for each of the eight still shots, followed by answering a few
demographic questions (see Appendix B).
Results
One hundred and forty-eight respondents took the survey, but after screening for
inclusion criteria, only 93 responses (n = 50 males, M = 27.9 years old, M = 11.1 years
licensed driving experience) were included in the analysis. The frequencies and rankings
across the different areas in each image were compiled and compared against one
another to see if there were areas that respondents identified as more important.
Participants tended to agree on areas of the scene that were important to look at, as well
as the order in which they thought it was most pertinent to look. If enough participants
clicked on an area, the software generated a percentage. The higher the percentage, the
more agreement among participants.
The program recorded the participant’s click each time and created a grid-based
heat map of all of the clicks. Figure 7 below depicts where participants believed it was
most important to look first in the scene. Most people agreed the traffic light and area
ahead were most important to check whether the scene was safe to proceed. Figures 8-15
show the still shots and respective graph that depicts which areas or objects most
participants tended to reportedly look at across first, second, third, fourth, and fifth
clicks. The raw percentages and graphs for each image can be found in Appendix C.
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Figure 7. The figure above depicts an example of the scene “McLean” where participants
collectively reported it was most important to look first while driving straight through the
scene. The majority of participants reported areas straight ahead, either the traffic light,
space ahead, or oncoming traffic lane. If enough participants clicked in the same area, the
program generated a percentage.

Figure 8. “Four Lane Divided Highway.”
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Four Lane Divided Highway: Areas of Importance
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Figure 9. Here, the space ahead was the most reported area that participants would look
to first and last.

Figure 10. “School Zone.”
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School Zone: Areas of Importance
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Figure 11. Here, the space ahead was the most reported area that participants would look
to first and last with most of their other clicks to the rearview mirror.

Figure 12. “Downtown 4-Way Intersection.”
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Downtown 4-Way Intersection: Areas of Importance
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Figure 13. Here, the space ahead with cars was the most reported area that participants
would look to first and last while the rearview mirror and oncoming traffic also showed
similar scanning patterns of “double checking.”

Figure 14. “Busy 4-Lane Divided Highway.”
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Busy 4-Lane Divided Highway: Areas of Importance
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Figure 15. Here, the space ahead was the most reported area that participants would look
first and last with checking their rearview and left side mirror where they looked to in the
second, third, and fourth clicks.
Discussion
This study had two main purposes, to gain an understanding of the self-reported
areas that drivers say they look at while deciding if the scene is safe and if drivers report
looking at the same areas; the results suggested that they do. A qualitative analysis was
done to look at the frequencies of reported objects and areas in the still shots that
revealed a general agreement among participants. Repeating objects and areas emerged
from the data, and there were not many clicks that seemed to be outliers in areas or
objects that were random. Since participants were able to click anywhere on the image,
there were no predefined objects or areas, but during analysis clear categories of objects
and areas emerged that encompassed most of the participants’ responses, (e.g., traffic
light, oncoming traffic, rearview mirror, etc.). These were the areas that received
repeated clicks and at least 5% of clicks in one of the five presentations of the image.
In addition to the reported areas, drivers also followed a cyclical flow of scanning
behavior when evaluating the scenes. For example, they might look at the traffic light
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first and then eventually look back at it after checking the side streets or rearview mirror.
In Figure 15 above, the first area they most reported looking at was the space/area ahead
of them and they eventually looked back to that area last after checking the rearview and
left side view mirrors.
Study 2
Study 2- Are eye movements guided by task instructions and how does task
load affect eye movement patterns?
After gathering participants’ reported areas of importance in study 1a and 1b,
data suggested that drivers have a shared set of objects/areas they identify as important
in driving scenes. This led to one of the hypotheses of this dissertation, which further
investigated the congruence between the areas that participants identified as important
and what they fixate when performing a scene viewing task. Additionally, I investigated
the sensitivity of eye movement patterns relative to the participants’ behavioral goals and
presence of a distraction.
Previous research has suggested that eye movement patterns reflect the
acquisition of information in support of current behavior goals and are altered under
distracting conditions (Briggs et al., 2016; Hayhoe, McKinney, Chajka, & Pelz, 2012). If
this is true, then the eye movement patterns should differ depending on the task
instructions. Below in Table 4 are my research questions, hypotheses, and supporting
literature. For a detailed explanation of each eye tracking metric that will be used, see
Table 5.

Table 4. A detailed breakdown of the research questions, hypotheses, and supporting
literature for study 2.
1. Research
Question

1. Do these previously reported areas predict where drivers look?

Hypothesis

We hypothesize that there will be at least 50% agreement of where
drivers looked and where they clicked in the images.
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Supporting
Literature

(Loftus & Mackworth, 1978; Rayner, 1998)

2. Research
Question

2. Do these reported areas of importance predict where drivers will
look based on task instruction?
We hypothesize that there will be a shift in the distribution of
fixations when turning right.

Hypotheses

H2a.Participants will make significantly more fixations to the right
when turning right.
H2b.Participants will have a significantly shorter time to first fixation
to the right when turning right.

Supporting
Literature

(Buswell, 1935a; Hayhoe et al., 2002; Pan et al., 2004; Rayner, 1998)

3. Research
Question

3. Do participants look at the same areas of interest when performing
a secondary task?
We hypothesize that a secondary task will interfere with a
participant’s typical scanning patterns.

Hypotheses

H3a. We predict that participants will make significantly fewer
fixations to the AOIs compared to the single task condition.
H3b. Participants will have significantly shorter first fixation
durations to the AOIs compared to the single task condition.
H3c. Participants will have significantly longer times to first fixation
to the AOIs compared to the single task condition.

Supporting
Literature

(Fitts et al., 1950; Pan et al., 2004; Pelz et al., 2000)

4. Research
Question

4. Is there an interaction between task load and task goal on various
eye movement metrics?
We hypothesize that eye movement patterns will vary by task
direction based on task load.

Hypotheses

Supporting
Literature

H4a. We predict there will be an interaction between task instruction
and task load across all eye movement metrics (time-to-first-fixation,
total fixation duration, first fixation duration, and fixation count).
(Buswell, 1935; Yarbus, 1967)
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Table 5. An explanation of the eye tracking metrics (“Tobii Pro Lab User’s Manual,”
2019).
Metric
AOI Total Fixation Duration

Definition
The total time each participant has fixated on each
AOI on all Media.

AOI Fixation Count

The number of fixations within each AOI on all
Media.

AOI Time-To-First-Fixation

The time-to-first fixation for each AOI on all
Media.

AOI First Fixation Duration

The duration of the first fixation for each AOI on
all media.

Figure 16. The model to the left shows the potential disruption in efficient eye movement
planning due to top-down failures while the model to the right is due to a lack of
processing.
Method
Participants. A screener survey assessing driver behavior and history was made
available to all students to complete on the SONA system at ERAU (Appendix B). If a
student was interested in being contacted for future research, they were able to provide
their email and their data was further screened to see if they met the minimum age of 18
years old as well as the inclusion criteria of driving at least monthly and having a valid
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United States driver’s license. Once they were scheduled to come to the lab, they were
administered the Snellen Visual Acuity test to make sure they had normal or corrected to
normal vision.
A power analysis was conducted using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, &
Buchner, 2007) to determine the number of participants necessary to achieve an effect
size of ~0.5 at 0.8 power for a repeated measures T-test; this indicated 34 participants.
However, 87 participants completed the screener survey, 59 were eligible for the in-lab
study, and 42 completed the study (19 female, 23 male), aged 18-49 years (M = 21.1, SD
= 5.3). This sample size is consistent with similar eye-tracking studies (Niezgoda,
Tarnowski, Kruszewski, & Kamiński, 2015a; Sodhi et al., 2002; Strayer, Drews, &
Johnston, 2003; Tokuda, Obinata, Palmer, & Chaparro, 2011).

Figure 17. A schematic of each component for study 2.
Materials. Once participants arrived at the lab, they were given a brief
explanation of the study. If they agreed, they signed the informed consent and were
administered the Snellen visual acuity test to ensure they had normal or corrected to
normal 20/20 vision. Then they were calibrated to the Tobii X2-60 eye tracker which has
a sampling rate of 60Hz (±1 Hz) and a degree of accuracy of 0.4°. Participants were
seated 26 inches away from the 20 inch monitor (“Specification of Gaze Accuracy and
Gaze Precision, Tobii X2-60 Eye Tracker,” n.d.), and complete 6 practice trials: two
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viewing tasks, two auditory n-back blocks, and then two trials of the combined viewing
and auditory task. The images’ resolution was 5120 X 2880p and fit to the screen. The
eye tracker was the main form of data collection as eye tracking can provide insight into
cognitive processes that go beyond self-report or observable data (Brünken, Plass, &
Leutner, 2004).
In order to check the images’ saliency to account for any potential “pop-out”
effects, the images being used for analysis were run through the Salience Toolbox
(Walther & Koch, 2006) for MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, U.S.A.). We used the
default parameters in the algorithm that works by applying the “center-surround
operators to estimate points of high contrast within the feature dimensions of color,
luminance intensity, and orientation and then averaging contrast maps across the three
features to produce a map of integrated salience across the visual scene” (McCarley et al.,
2014, p. 49). None of the images had any particularly salient areas that were cause for
concern. More information regarding the saliency of the images can be found in
appendix E.
We chose the auditory one-back as the secondary task in the dual task condition
since it does not require a verbal response from the participant, nor require them to take
their eyes off the “road.” This task is similar to a driver engaging in a conversation on the
phone or with a passenger, or even using a voice-based in-vehicle system (Niezgoda,
Tarnowski, Kruszewski, & Kamiński, 2015b); though our eyes are not looking between a
phone and the road, we are still listening to what someone else is saying and verbally
rehearsing or forming our response. In relation to the n-back, we rehearse what we just
heard in our echoic memory so we can see if it matches the new item being presented.
Since the task does not involve a visual presentation of the letter, it should not draw the
participant’s eyes away from the driving still shot.
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The one-back was created using the software E*Prime 3.0. The n-back is a task
that involves rehearsal to remember new items as each is presented, label the item with
the correct number tag back in memory, and “forget” older items that are no longer
relevant from memory (Gonçalves & Mansur, 2016). A string of letters was used as the
stimuli and the letters were generated using the site, fromtexttospeech.com, for
uniformity. The participant was tasked in the dual task load condition to complete an
auditory one-back while completing the primary scene viewing task. They were
instructed to press 1 on the keyboard if the stimuli was the target and 2 if it was a nontarget.
After completion of the training trials, the participants completed the study and
were emailed a link to a follow up survey 24 hours later; they were asked to evaluate the
same driving scenes as to whether it is safe to proceed according to the instructions.
Participants clicked five times per photo in order of most to least important, and their
clicks were recorded. This click data was used to evaluate what they report as important
objects/areas to look at matched with where they looked in the lab. Participants viewed
the four sets of driving still shots in a randomized order from the in-lab portion of the
study, and there was no time limit on the image’s display.
Procedure. Each participant saw 8 different scenes under two different task
instructions, straight and right. Four of the scenes were presented to all participants and
those targets were analyzed across all participants. The other four distractor scenes
varied across participants.
Participants were asked to evaluate still shots as they naturally would to
determine if it was safe or not to proceed according to the instructions (i.e., continue
straight or make an immediate right). They also performed this viewing task while
completing a secondary task (the auditory one-back) in the dual task condition. A
randomized block design with counterbalancing was used to ensure there were no order
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effects between the instructions of the constant images, as well as order effects in the
sequence of conditions the participant completed (see Appendix D for participant log).
The still shots were presented in a cycle explained by Figure 18 below. The image
was first presented for 150 ms for the participant to get the gist of the scene without time
for a second fixation (Biederman, Mezzanotte, & Rabinowitz, 1982; Fei-Fei, Iyer, Koch, &
Perona, 2007; Potter, 1976). Observers are able to get an idea of what an image in as
little as .2 seconds (Loschky, 2018). The gist, or general understanding of what the image
looked like, allowed the participant to know what the image was going to look like in
order to orient themselves, but not influence their initial eye movements once they began
to evaluate the scene. It was then masked for 500 ms (Fei-Fei et al., 2007) before the
participant was able to see the task instructions for the still shot.
Earlier studies reported using a range of stimulus durations (Henderson &
Hollingworth, 1998). A presentation duration of eight seconds was chosen as it fell
within the range of durations reported by other researchers (range: 4 to 10 seconds) that
was most appropriate for the study (Unema, Pannasch, Joos, & Velichkovsky, 2005). We
also wanted to investigate the viewing patterns of participants as they interrogate driving
scenes that are time sensitive tasks in the real world.

Figure 18. Schematics of the Viewing Only Condition (left) and the Viewing + one-back
Condition (right). In the study, each image was presented for 150 ms to prevent multiple
fixations (Biederman et al., 1982; Savage et al., 2019), but long enough for the
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participant to get a sense, or gist, of the scene. The image was then masked, and they
were presented with the instructions of imagining they would be turning right or
continuing straight. The image was then presented for 8 seconds followed by a mask
before the next image flashed. In the Viewing + one-back task, the same order was kept
except the first 10 seconds of the study were used to engage the participant in the oneback, which they continued, for the entirety of the condition.
After completing the viewing and auditory tasks in the lab, the participant
completed a post-study survey to assess the same four still shots with the same task
instructions from the lab, which were kept constant in each of the blocks to see if where
they report they would look was the same as where they actually looked.
Areas of Interest (AOI)
In each of the four images that were analyzed, the focus on eye movement
patterns was within the areas of interest (AOI). The pilot data from study 1a & b helped
generate the AOIs from the categories that emerged. An example of the AOIs can be seen
in Figure 19 below as well as in Appendix D.

Figure 19. AOIs for still shot, “Mariand.”
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS
Analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 22 and Microsoft
Excel.
Analyses. Qualitative and quantitative analyses were conducted on eye
movement metrics for the first five seconds of viewing time, though the image was
displayed for eight seconds. Mackworth and Morandi (1967) found that viewers were as
likely to fixate on the regions with the most information in the scene during the first two
seconds of viewing as in other two-second intervals, which suggests early visual analysis
of local scene regions Mackworth and Morandi (1967). The first 200 ms of eye tracking
data were not included in the analysis to account for the initial fixation on the instruction
screen. Other studies have used similar analysis intervals (Unema et al., 2005). Our
analyses assessed whether drivers used a shared set of scanning behaviors that reflected
the potential use of a mental model about certain driving scenes, or if participants were
only following instructions. For each of the analyses reported below, assumptions testing
was completed and violations, when they occurred, are noted below.
Paired samples t-tests. In order to understand the variance in eye movement
patterns across image task load and instruction, paired samples t-tests were performed.
Assumptions of T-tests were tested including level of measurement, random sampling,
independence of observations, normal distribution, and power. Descriptive statistics
were examined to screen for skewness and kurtosis for each image in regard to task load
and task instruction for each eye movement metric. Cutoff values of ±1.96 for skewness
and ±7 for kurtosis were chosen based on recommended values (Tabachnick & Fidell,
2013), though higher kurtotic values were allowed due to the nature of eye tracking data
(e.g., it would be expected that time-to-first-fixation be positively skewed and kurtotic as
most participants should make most of their fixations to the AOIs rather quickly).
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Transformed data was used in statistical analyses only when both variables in the
paired comparison were not normally distributed, otherwise the untransformed data was
used. Additionally, with eye tracking data comes instances of missing data due to the loss
of eye tracking from various causes occurred randomly across participants and
conditions. All analyses were performed using only data for which pairs of data values
were collected, thus allowing pairwise comparison. Table 6 below summarizes the
study’s hypotheses.

Table 6. Summary of hypotheses for Study 2.
Hypothesis

Description

H1

We hypothesize that there will be at least 50% agreement of where
drivers looked and where they clicked in the images.

H2

We hypothesize that there will be a shift in the distribution of
fixations when turning right.
H2a. We predict that participants will make significantly more
fixations to the right when turning right.
H2b. We predict that participants will have a significantly shorter
time to first fixation to the right when turning right.

H3

We hypothesize that a secondary task will interfere with a
participant’s typical scanning patterns.
H3a. We predict that participants will make significantly fewer
fixations to the AOIs compared to the single task condition.
H3b. We predict that participants will have significantly shorter
first fixation durations to the AOIs compared to the single task
condition.
H3c. We predict that participants will have significantly longer
times to first fixation to the AOIs compared to the single task
condition.

H4

We hypothesize that eye movement patterns will vary by task
direction based on task load.
H4a. We predict there will be an interaction between task
instruction and task load across all eye movement metrics (timeto-first-fixation, total fixation duration, first fixation duration, and
fixation count).
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Rank Order Agreement
One goal of the research was to investigate the degree of agreement between
where participants look in a road scene and what they later report as important in the
same scene (H1). Participants first completed the in-lab portion of the study so the
clicking task did not bias their eye movements. They were then presented with individual
road scenes and asked to scrutinize the image to determine if it was safe to proceed in
the direction according to the instructions. The data was collected using an online survey
tool which recorded participants “clicks” on the image and the order of importance (i.e.,
first click indicated the most important area, the second click indicating the second most
important etc.) depending on the task instruction (e.g., proceed either straight ahead or
turn right). One participant’s data was not included in the reported statistical analyses
due to a failure to follow the experimental protocol.
The majority (M = 94%, range 85-100%) of the image regions identified through
“clicks” corresponded to an AOI identified in a preliminary study (also used in the eye
tracking analysis). The congruence between the “click” data and previously defined AOIs
can be seen in Table 7 while Table 8 displays the percentage of participants who made a
fixation to each AOI. The results offer evidence of a significant degree of agreement
across participants. The heat maps of where participants looked during the in-lab
portion of the study offered complimentary support of this hypothesis and can be seen as
examples below.

Table 7. The “click data” congruence percentages for the survey, which used the same
AOIs from the in-lab portion of the study.
Task

Congruence
Percentage

Task

Congruence
Percentage

Mariand Straight Click 1

98%

Rock Straight Click 1

90%

Mariand Straight Click 2

95%

Rock Straight Click 2

88%

Mariand Straight Click 3

95%

Rock Straight Click 3

93%
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Mariand Straight Click 4

93%

Rock Straight Click 4

95%

Mariand Straight Click 5

95%

Rock Straight Click 5

90%

Mariand Right Click 1

93%

Rock Right Click 1

95%

Mariand Right Click 2

100%

Rock Right Click 2

93%

Mariand Right Click 3

93%

Rock Right Click 3

85%

Mariand Right Click 4

93%

Rock Right Click 4

85%

Mariand Right Click 5

85%

Rock Right Click 5

85%

One Way Straight Click 1

93%

Twelve Straight Click 1

100%

One Way Straight Click 2

98%

Twelve Straight Click 2

98%

One Way Straight Click 3

100%

Twelve Straight Click 3

88%

One Way Straight Click 4

98%

Twelve Straight Click 4

98%

One Way Straight Click 5

95%

Twelve Straight Click 5

93%

One Way Right Click 1

90%

Twelve Right Click 1

98%

One Way Right Click 2

95%

Twelve Right Click 2

98%

One Way Right Click 3

98%

Twelve Right Click 3

93%

One Way Right Click 4

93%

Twelve Right Click 4

98%

One Way Right Click 5

98%

Twelve Right Click 5

93%

Table 8. Percentage of participants who made at least one fixation to each AOI in the
single task load condition only. The row labels define different AOIs and the column
labels correspond to different road scenes (Mariand, One-way, Rock, Twelve) and task
instructions (right versus straight). The not applicable (N/A) abbreviation indicates that
area of interest was not present in the image.
Mariand
Space
Ahead
Left Mirror
Rearview
Right
Mirror
Right-Side
Street
Street Sign
Parked Car

Rock

Twelve

R
88%
64%
86%

S
98%
76%
88%

R
83%
57%
83%

S
93%
69%
71%

One Way
R
S
81%
90%
48%
60%
76%
74%

79%

60%

86%

62%

86%

67%

76%

69%

81%

36%

93%

55%

71%

50%

86%

60%

33%
N/A

14%
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

45%
21%

12%
24%

43%
N/A

24%
N/A
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R
93%
60%
67%

S
95%
64%
67%

Oncoming
N/A
N/A
26%
43%
N/A
N/A
N/A
Cars
Left Side
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
7%
31%
N/A
street
72%
62%
71%
65%
54%
51%
71%
Average
*R indicates instructions of turning right while S indicates continuing straight

N/A
N/A
63%

Figure 20. Fixation and click distribution as a function of task instruction. The image
“Mariand” when the participants were instructed to continue straight in the lab (left) and
in the survey (right).
Secondary Task Manipulation Check
An auditory n-back task was used in the dual task condition to increase task load.
It is possible that participants will have chosen to ignore the secondary n-back task and
emphasized the scene-viewing task. To evaluate whether this was the case, n-back
performance was compared for baseline (n-back alone) and dual-task condition (n-back
and scene viewing task). A paired samples t-test was used to evaluate the percent of
correct responses. There was a statistically significant decrease in correct responses from
the baseline n-back task (M = 97.9, SD = 3.6) to the dual-task condition (M = 93.0, SD =
5.8), t (38) = 4.3, p <.001 (two tailed). The mean decreased in n-back correct response
scores was 4.93 with a 95% confidence interval ranging from 2.62 to 7.24. The eta
squared statistic (.33) indicated a large effect size.
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Figure 21. Fixation distribution as a function of task load. The image “Rock” with the
instruction to turn right while distracted (left), and not distracted (right).
Paired Samples T-Test of Eye Coordinates
In order to test for a general shift in the mean of the fixation distribution as a
function of task load (single or dual) and task instruction (continue straight or turn
right), paired samples T-tests were conducted comparing the average X and Y
coordinates (e.g., single straight to single right, dual straight to dual right, and a
collapsed condition of the average of the single and dual straight instructions to the
average of the single and dual right instructions). For each of the comparisons, the
difference in X and Y coordinates was significant, (with a shift to the right in the single
task load of straight versus right as expected, but also with a shift to the right when
participants were told to continue straight during the dual task load and collapsed task
instruction comparisons, more so than when they were instructed to turn right).
However, the effect sizes were extremely small. These comparisons can be found in Table
9 below.
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Table 9. Comparisons of directional X and Y coordinates across images.
Image
“One Way”

“Rock”

Comparison

t

df

p

ղ2

**r

M1

SD 1

M2

SD 2

(X coordinate) Single
Straight to Single Right

-3.934

16710

*.000

0.001

0.060

973.2

325.2

985.5

259.6

(X coordinate) Dual
Straight to Dual Right

28.47

17555

*.000

0.044

-0.025

1212.3

398.3

1099.5

332.5

(X coordinate) Straight vs
Right (Collapsed)

19.54

19379

*.000

0.019

0.059

1094.3

284.3

1044.4

230.2

(X coordinate) Single vs
Dual (Collapsed)

-69.059

19107

*.000

0.200

0.095

983.45

233.34

1153.91

272.18

(Y coordinate) Single
Straight to Single Right

3.174

16710

*.002

0.001

0.068

599.5

242.0

591.9

212.5

(Y coordinate) Dual
Straight to Dual Right

5.695

17555

*.000

0.002

0.098

629.1

267.9

614.9

219.2

(Y coordinate) Straight vs
Right (Collapsed)

7.604

19379

*.000

0.003

0.130

617.5

198.5

604.2

170.1

(Y coordinate) Single vs
Dual (Collapsed)

-12.058

19107

*.000

0.008

0.106

599.00

186.39

621.11

192.69

(X coordinate) Single
Straight to Single Right

-13.388

16662

*.000

0.011

-0.013

911.0

348.1

955.6

247.8

8.674

17350

*.000

0.004

0.014

1091.0

443.0

1055.0

352.3

(X coordinate) Dual
Straight to Dual Right
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“Mariand”

(X coordinate) Straight vs
Right (Collapsed)

-3.498

19676

*.000

0.001

0.028

997.6

297.2

1006.8

223.3

(X coordinate) Single vs
Dual (Collapsed)

-52.096

19656

*.000

0.121

0.021

929.89

231.65

1068.11

295.89

(Y coordinate) Single
Straight to Single Right

-3.498

16662

*.000

0.001

0.114

615.8

228.5

592.3

198.7

(Y coordinate) Dual
Straight to Dual Right

10.629

17350

*.000

0.007

0.040

664.4

262.5

629.4

215.6

(Y coordinate) Straight vs
Right (Collapsed)

17.062

19538

*.000

0.015

0.103

638.7

185.8

610.2

162.5

(Y coordinate) Single vs
Dual (Collapsed)

-24.458

19656

*.000

0.030

0.093

607.34

169.10

648.21

178.65

(X coordinate) Single
Straight to Single Right

-5.868

17707

*.000

0.002

0.126

928.00

341.8

945.8

261.1

(X coordinate) Dual
Straight to Dual Right

17.249

17415

*.000

0.017

0.069

1118.90

392.3

1054.9

320.5

(X coordinate) Straight vs
Right (Collapsed)

10.309

19376

*.000

0.005

0.084

1023.40

269.8

998.6

221.0

(X coordinate) Single vs
Dual (Collapsed)

-58.696

19640

0.149

0.000

0.029

936.22

230.02

1083.13

271.61

(Y coordinate) Single
Straight to Single Right

15.669

17707

*.000

0.014

0.150

633.30

258.5

597.0

211.5

(Y coordinate) Dual
Straight to Dual Right

8.561

17415

*.000

0.004

0.062

644.00

245.8

623.3

219.8
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“Twelve”

(Y coordinate) Straight vs
Right (Collapsed)

15.951

19376

*.000

0.013

0.141

636.50

191.4

609.3

169.9

(Y coordinate) Single vs
Dual (Collapsed)

-11.709

19640

0.007

0.000

0.167

611.65

182.00

630.88

174.38

(X coordinate) Single
Straight to Single Right

-15.627

17223

*.000

0.014

0.028

924.40

337.6

974.8

264.4

(X coordinate) Dual
Straight to Dual Right

22.168

17786

*.000

0.027

0.152

1121.60

407.7

1043.2

306.8

(X coordinate) Straight vs
Right (Collapsed)

5.968

19515

*.000

0.002

0.114

1023.40

274.6

1008.9

232.5

(X coordinate) Single vs
Dual (Collapsed)

-51.507

19984

0.117

0.000

0.087

949.30

231.15

1076.9

284.1
9

(Y coordinate) Single
Straight to Single Right

4.647

17223

*.000

0.001

0.181

615.10

222.5

605.4

203.4

(Y coordinate) Dual
Straight to Dual Right

10.408

17786

*.000

0.006

0.143

629.00

236.5

606.8

194.5

(Y coordinate) Straight vs
Right (Collapsed)

8.875

19515

*.000

0.004

0.249

620.00

184.5

606.5

160.6

(Y coordinate) Single vs
Dual (Collapsed)

-6.775

19984

0.002

0.000

0.324

608.23

169.16

617.69

169.5
3

Note: * Significant t statistic, df = degrees of freedom, ղ2 = effect size, r = correlation coefficient, M1 = mean of first variable in the
comparison, SD1 = standard deviation of the first variable in the comparison, M2 = mean of second variable in the comparison, SD2
= standard deviation of the second variable in the comparison.
**Correlation values are extremely low which could be a result of the nature of the variables being compared as the task to continue
straight versus turn right are very different, equipment loss of data, or individual performance differences.
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Analysis of Eye Metrics as a Function of Task Instruction
In order to investigate whether there were differences in fixation distributions as
a function of task instruction on AOIs, a series of paired samples t-tests were calculated
for each image. Because we hypothesized a shift in attention to the right of the image
when turning right, only three areas of interest were considered. The comparisons were
between the task instruction (straight or turn right) and AOIs. The three chosen were the
rearview mirror (participants stated that they look there to check to see if they are going
to be rear ended as they slow down to turn), the space ahead of the vehicle, and the rightside of the image. The space ahead of the vehicle and the right-side AOIs were redrawn
for these analyses that included larger areas and can be found in Appendix D. (rearview
mirror, the space ahead, and the right-side of the image, and eye metric (fixation count,
time to first fixation, and first fixation duration).
To collapse into two variables for task instruction comparisons into an overall
straight and overall right variable (averages of the single and dual straight eye metrics).
Likewise, the averages of the single and dual right eye metrics created the overall right
variable. For these comparisons, a different set of AOIs were considered than the ones
for the task load comparisons. If a participant had a missing data point, their average
was the one score they had, or blank if both data points were missing. When analyzed,
case wise comparisons excluded missing data. Because there were many comparisons,
only the significant results are shown in Table 10 as well as how the comparisons were
conducted in Figure 22 below.
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Straight

Right

Eye Metric
AOI 1

AOI 2

Fixation Count
(FC)
Time-to-FirstFixation (TTFF)
.
.
.

AOI 1 FC Straight

AOI 1 FC Right

AOI 1 TTFF Straight

AOI 1 Right

.
.
.

.
.
.

AOI X
Figure 22. An explanation of the comparisons that were conducted for task instruction
when collapsed across task load. For example, one comparison was the FC of an AOI in
the straight task instruction compared to the FC of the same AOI but in the right task
instruction.
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Table 10. Significant comparisons between right and straight direction conditions for eye movement metrics across AOIs.
t

df

p

ղ2

r

Mariand Right TTFF

-4.028

41

0.000

0.284

0.252

0.73

0.74

1.62

1.43

Mariand Straight TTFF

3.106

41

0.003

0.190

0.124

0.43

0.72

0.08

0.19

Mariand Right FC

5.974

41

0.000

0.465

-0.077

6.43

2.76

2.81

2.59

Mariand Straight FC

-4.503

41

0.000

0.331

0.132

5.48

2.06

7.36

2.05

Rock Right TTFF

-3.582

41

0.001

0.238

0.109

0.85

0.82

1.61

1.21

Rock Straight TTFF

2.047

41

0.047

0.093

0.15

0.41

0.84

0.14

0.35

Rock Right FC

7.913

41

0.000

0.604

-0.118

7.74

3.19

2.98

1.91

Rock Straight FC

-5.848

41

0.000

0.455

-0.127

4.62

1.9

7.26

2

One Way Right TTFF

-3.979

41

0.000

0.279

0.143

0.7

0.69

1.37

0.95

One Way Right FC

7.514

41

0.000

0.579

-0.265

7.45

2.77

3.14

1.86

One Way Straight FC

-5.912

41

0.000

0.460

0.157

4.82

1.95

7.45

2.45

Twelve Right TTFF

-3.66

41

0.001

0.246

-0.312

0.8

0.77

1.69

1.17

Twelve Straight TTFF

2.43

41

0.020

0.126

-0.14

0.44

0.62

0.15

0.36

Twelve Right FC

6.3

41

0.000

0.492

0.022

7.1

2.94

3.71

1.93

-4.647

41

0.000

0.345

0.375

5.45

2.32

7.43

2.54

Image

Comparison

Twelve Straight FC

Right M Right SD Straight M Straight SD

Note: t = t statistic, df = degrees of freedom, ղ2 = effect size, r = correlation coefficient, TTFF = time-to-first-fixation, FC = fixation
count, Right M = mean when turning right, Right SD = standard deviation when turning right, Straight M = mean when continuing
straight, Straight SD = standard deviation when continuing straight
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Analysis of Eye Metrics as a Function of Task Load
In order to investigate whether there were differences in fixation distributions as
a function of task load on AOIs, a series of paired samples t-tests were calculated for each
image. The comparisons were between the task load (single or dual), AOIs (straight
ahead, left and right mirror, *left and right-side street, rearview mirror, *a street sign, a
*parked car, and *oncoming cars), * AOIs varied depending on the image, and eye metric
(fixation count, time to first fixation, and first fixation duration).
To collapse into two variables for task load, the single straight and single right
eye metrics for each image were averaged together to create an overall “single” variable.
The same process was done for the “dual” variable with an average of the dual straight
and dual right variables. If a participant had a missing data point, their average was the
one score they had, or blank if both data points were missing. When analyzed, case wise
comparisons excluded missing data. Because there were many comparisons, only the
significant results are in Table 11 below as well as how the comparisons were conducted
in Figure 23.
Single Task
AOI 1

AOI 2

Eye Metric
Total Fixation
Duration (TFD)
Time-to-FirstFixation (TTFF)
First Fixation
Duration (FFD)
Fixation Count
(FC)
.
.
.

Dual Task

AOI 1 TFD Single

AOI 1 TFD Dual

AOI 1 TTFF Single
AOI 1 FFD Single

AOI 1 TTFF
Dual
AOI 1 FFD Dual

AOI 1 FC Single

AOI 1 FC Dual

.
.
.

.
.
.

AOI X

Figure 23. An explanation of the comparisons that were conducted for task load when
collapsed across task instruction. For example, one comparison was the TFD of an AOI
in the single task load compared to TFD of the same AOI but in the dual task load.
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Table 11. Significant comparisons between single and dual task conditions for eye movement metrics across AOIs.
t

df

p

ղ2

r

Front TFD

-2.900

40

0.01

0.174

-0.070

1.31

Mariand

Left Mirror TTFF

-3.629

20

0.00

0.397

0.507

Rock

Right-Side Street FC

-2.592

28

0.02

0.194

Rock

Front FC

-2.199

39

0.03

One Way

Right-Side Street FFD

-2.604

37

Twelve

Front FFD

-2.241

Twelve

Rearview FFD

Twelve

Right-Side Street FC

Image

Comparison

Mariand

Single M Single SD

Dual M

Dual SD

0.54

1.86

1.05

1.46

1.26

2.4

1.13

0.593

3.31

1.56

4.43

2.89

0.110

0.204

3.74

1.63

4.6

2.23

0.01

0.155

-0.001

0.14

0.07

0.2

0.14

39

0.03

0.114

0.060

0.13

0.09

0.24

0.3

2.09

24

0.05

0.154

0.133

0.24

0.13

0.18

0.05

2.854

27

0.01

0.232

0.414

3.63

1.5

2.8

1.29

Note: t = t statistic, df = degrees of freedom, ղ2 = effect size, r = correlation coefficient, TFD = total fixation duration, TTFF = time to
first fixation, FC = fixation count, FFD = first fixation duration, Single M = mean of single condition, Single SD = standard deviation
of single condition, Dual M = mean of dual condition, Dual SD = standard deviation of dual condition.
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Because of the number of paired comparisons (e.g., task instruction and task load
with each associated eye metric for each AOI), a Bonferroni correction approach was
considered, but not used. The Bonferroni adjusted alpha was as low as 0.002 in some
analyses; being that it was very stringent, alpha values of 0.05 were still considered for
further interpretation since the effect sizes accompanying those comparisons were very
large, indicating meaningful results.
Analysis of Task Load by Task Instruction Interactions
We chose to specifically focus on the five AOIs that were consistent across each
image. These AOI consisted of: the area ahead of the vehicle [front], right side view
mirror, left side view mirror, right side street, and rearview mirror. A series of 2 x 2
repeated measures ANOVAS were conducted to examine the interaction between task
load and task instruction for each eye metric. Analyses revealed eight significant
interaction effects across the four images. Detailed tables of each analysis can be found
in Appendix F.
Eye Metric: Total Fixation Duration
For total fixation duration, we found a significant interaction between task load
and task instruction for two images and AOIs: “One Way” and the right-side mirror
(F(1,17) = 4.69, p < .05, ηp2=.216), and “Twelve” and the front (F(1,36) = 7.51, p < .05,
ηp2=.173). In the image “One Way,” the interaction revealed that when instructed to “go
straight” participants spent less time looking at the right-side mirror overall, and total
fixation duration did not differ as a function of task load. However, when instructed to
“turn right” participants spent significantly more total time fixating the right-side mirror
under the single task load condition. This is exhibited in Figure 24 below.
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Right Side View Mirror, One Way
1

TFD (sec)

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Straight

Right
Single

Dual

Figure 24. The graph demonstrates an interaction effect between task load and task
instruction for TFD of the right-side view mirror in the image “One Way.” The error bars
are represented by the standard error.
For the image “Twelve,” the interaction shows that participants spent more time
fixating the region in front of the car when instructed to “go straight” and when
performing a secondary task (F(1,36) = 7.51, p < .05, ηp2=.173). Interestingly, time spent
fixating the front AOI significantly decreased in anticipation of “turning right” but only
for the single task load condition. This suggests that the secondary task may have
influenced the participant to concentrate harder on the auditory task and was reflected
in a longer gaze straight ahead. This is exhibited in Figure 25 below.

Front, Twelve
2.50

TFD (sec)

2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
Straight

Right

Single

Dual

Figure 25. The graph demonstrates an interaction effect between task load and task
instruction for TFD of the front in the image “Twelve.” The error bars are represented by
the standard error.
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Eye Metric: Fixation Count
We found a significant interaction of task load and task instruction for fixation
count for two AOIs and related images. For the image “Twelve” (F(1,36) =11.52 , p <.05,
ηp2=.242) the total number of fixations to the front AOI were highest when “going
straight” under both task load conditions which did not significantly differ. However,
total fixations to the front AOI decreased when participants were instructed to “turn
right,” but only under the single task load condition. Essentially, when going straight
participants made more fixations to the region in front of the car and decreased the
fixations when anticipating ‘turning right” but this decline was only significant under the
single task load condition. This is exhibited in Figure 26 below.

Front, Twelve
Fixaiton Count

10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00
Straight

Right

Single

Dual

Figure 26. The graph demonstrates an interaction effect between task load and task
instruction for FC of the front in the image “Twelve.” The error bars are represented by
the standard error.
For the image “Twelve,” there was a significant interaction of task instruction and
task load for the right-side view mirror AOI, where participants made more fixations to
the mirror when instructed to turn right than when instructed to “go straight” under the
low load condition (F(1,9) = 4.73, p < .05, ηp2=.345). There was no significant difference
in the number of fixations to the mirror under the dual task load condition. Ultimately,
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relative to “going straight” we saw that participants increased their fixations of the rightside view mirror when anticipating a right turn under the single task load condition. This
is exhibited in Figure 27 below.

Right Side View Mirror, Twelve
Fixaiton Count

2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
Straight

Right

Single

Dual

Figure 27. The graph demonstrates an interaction effect between task load and task
instruction for FC of the right-side view mirror in the image “Twelve.” The error bars are
represented by the standard error.
The results also revealed an interaction of task load and task instruction for the
rearview mirror AOI for the image “One Way” (F(1,14) =7.00, p < .05, ηp2=.333). The
participants fixated the rearview mirror less frequently when instructed to make a right
turn under the high task load condition. Conversely, under the single task load condition,
participants fixated the rearview mirror more frequently in anticipation of turning right
relative to going straight. This is exhibited in Figure 28 below.
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Rearview, One Way
Fixaiton Count
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Figure 28. The graph demonstrates an interaction effect between task load and task
instruction for FC of the rearview mirror in the image “One Way.” The error bars are
represented by the standard error.
Eye Metric: First Fixation Duration
The duration of the first fixation on the AOI defining the right-side street in the
image “Mariand” differed significantly as a function of load and task instruction (F(1,7)
=20.45, p < .05, ηp2=.745). Overall, the duration of the first fixation was lower under the
single task load condition and did not vary significantly as a function of task instruction.
In contrast, under the dual task load condition, participants first fixated significantly
longer on the AOI when instructed to go straight and significantly reduced the duration
of the first fixation when instructed to turn right. This is exhibited in Figure 29 below.
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Figure 29. The graph demonstrates an interaction effect between task load and task
instruction for FFD of the right side street in the image “Mariand.” The error bars are
represented by the standard error.
Eye Metric: Time-To-First-Fixation
The results also revealed an interaction of task load and task instruction for the
front AOI in the image “Twelve” (F(1,36) =9.03, p <.05, ηp2=.201). Participants were
significantly slower in make the first fixation to the region in front of the car when
instructed to turn right versus going straight under the single task load condition. In
contrast, under the dual task load condition, participants were faster to fixate the front
AOI when instructed to turn right versus going straight. This is exhibited in Figure 30
below.
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Figure 30. The graph demonstrates an interaction effect between task load and task
instruction for TTFF of the front in the image “Twelve.” The error bars are represented
by the standard error.
The results also revealed that an interaction of task load and task instruction for
the right-side view mirror AOI in the image “Mariand” (F(1,11) =5.06, p < .05, ηp2=.315).
Participants were significantly slower to fixate on the right mirror when instructed to go
straight particularly under the dual task load condition. However, participants were
faster to scrutinize the right-side view mirror when anticipating turning right, but the
decrease in time-to-first-fixation was significantly greater for the dual task load
condition. This is exhibited in Figure 31 below.
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Right Mirror, Mariand
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Figure 31. The graph demonstrates an interaction effect between task load and task
instruction for TTFF of the right-side view mirror in the image “Mariand.” The error bars
are represented by the standard error.
Table 12. Summary of hypotheses and findings.
H1
Findings
H2

Findings
H3

Findings

We hypothesize that there will be at least 50% agreement of where
drivers looked and where they clicked in the images.
The results support this hypothesis. (Pages 49-51)
We hypothesize that there will be a shift in the distribution of
fixations when turning right.
H2a. Participants will make significantly more fixations to the right
when turning right.
H2b.Participants will have a significantly shorter time to first
fixation to the right when turning right.
The results partially support these hypotheses. (Pages 57-59)
We hypothesize that a secondary task will interfere with a
participant’s typical scanning patterns.
H3a. We predict that participants will make significantly fewer
fixations to the AOIs compared to the single task condition.
The results partially support this hypothesis, however, in the opposite
direction as predicted. (Pages 60-61)

Findings

H3b. Participants will have significantly shorter first fixation
durations to the AOIs compared to the single task condition.
The results partially support this hypothesis. (Pages 60-61)

Findings

H3c. Participants will have significantly longer times to first fixation
to the AOIs compared to the single task condition.
The results do not support this hypothesis. (Pages 60-61)

H4

We hypothesize that eye movement patterns will vary by task
direction based on task load.
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Findings

H4a. We predict there will be an interaction between task instruction
and task load across all eye movement metrics (time-to-first-fixation,
total fixation duration, first fixation duration, and fixation count).
The results partially support this hypothesis. (Pages xx)

Exploratory Analyses
The initial analyses indicated that participants reported looking at the same
objects and areas that they looked at while scene viewing, and that their fixation patterns
varied as a function of task instruction. Additional exploratory analyses were conducted
to investigate whether there were similarities in the order of fixations to clicks and the
differences in the fixation distributions across AOIs as a function of task instruction.
Spearman’s Rank Correlation
The results from the first hypothesis (H1) indicated that participants’ fixations
tended to fall on the same AOIs of the scene. However, it is not known whether the order
of fixations compared to the clicks is consistent. The order of fixations is possibly more
telling as it may reflect consistency in not only what is relevant in the scene, but also its
importance. In order to rank the participants’ eye tracking data, the time-to-first-fixation
metric of each AOI was used to create a rank order of the AOIs. The orders of the “click”
data were then compared to the “look” data; the majority (93%) of the correlations
revealed there were no relationships between the look and click rankings, meaning that
participants did not look in the same order that they clicked. The correlations for each
image and instruction can be found in tables 13-20 below.

Table 13. Spearman’s rho correlations for the image “Mariand” comparing look to click
data when the participant was instructed to continue straight ahead.
rs

p

Look 1S to Click 1S

.131

.422

Look 2S to Click 2S

-.109

.521
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Look 3S to Click 3S

-.165

.367

Look 4s to Click 4S

-.501

*.017

Look 5S to Click 5S

-.223

.465

Note: *p<.05

Table 14. Spearman’s rho correlations for the image “Mariand” comparing look to click
data when the participant was instructed to make a right.
rs

p

Look 1R to Click 1R

-.081

.634

Look 2R to Click 2R

-.093

.568

Look 3R to Click RS

-.085

.623

Look 4R to Click 4R

-.259

.167

Look 5R to Click 5R

.101

.709

Table 15. Spearman’s rho correlations for the image “Twelve” comparing look to click
data when the participant was instructed to continue straight.
rs

p

Look 1S to Click 1S

-.019

.908

Look 2S to Click 2S

.01

.950

Look 3S to Click 3S

.004

.983

Look 4s to Click 4S

.043

.831

Look 5S to Click 5S

.224

.421

Table 16. Spearman’s rho correlations for the image “Twelve” comparing look to click
data when the participant was instructed to make a right.
rs

p

Look 1R to Click 1R

-.287

.072

Look 2R to Click 2R

-.204

.207

Look 3R to Click RS

.096

.594

Look 4R to Click 4R

-.103

.589
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Look 5R to Click 5R

.095

.675

Table 17. Spearman’s rho correlations for the image “One Way” comparing look to click
data when the participant was instructed to continue straight.
rs

p

Look 1S to Click 1S

.031

.854

Look 2S to Click 2S

-.020

.903

Look 3S to Click 3S

.178

.330

Look 4s to Click 4S

.143

.494

Look 5S to Click 5S

-.194

.441

Table 18. Spearman’s rho correlations for the image “One Way” comparing look to click
data when the participant was instructed to make a right.
rs

p

Look 1R to Click 1R

-.113

.506

Look 2R to Click 2R

-.489

*.002

Look 3R to Click RS

.098

.569

Look 4R to Click 4R

-.262

.170

Look 5R to Click 5R

-.008

.974

Note: *p<.05

Table 19. Spearman’s rho correlations for the image “Rock” comparing look to click
data when the participant was instructed to continue straight.
rs

p

Look 1S to Click 1S

.309

.151

Look 2S to Click 2S

.396

*.027

Look 3S to Click 3S

-.218

.240

Look 4s to Click 4S

.076

.724

Look 5S to Click 5S

.099

.747

Note: *p<.05
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Table 20. Spearman’s rho correlations for the image “Rock” comparing look to click
data when the participant was instructed to make a right.
rs

p

Look 1R to Click 1R

-.265

.114

Look 2R to Click 2R

.142

.415

Look 3R to Click RS

.023

.898

Look 4R to Click 4R

.041

.846

Look 5R to Click 5R

.204

.465

Paired Samples T-Test of Eye Coordinates: Standard Deviations
Part of hypothesis 2 set out to test for a general shift in the mean of the fixation
distribution as a function of task load (single or dual) and task instruction (continue
straight or turn right). Paired samples T-tests of the horizontal fixation coordinate
revealed weak effects for this rightward shift when the instructions were to turn right, so
we further investigated the spread of the fixations by looking at the standard deviations.
We began by collapsing across images and took the standard deviation of the x and y
coordinates from each image to create a combined value for standard deviation of the
single straight and single right, dual straight and dual right, and averaged straight and
right categories.
The paired comparisons in Hypothesis 2 were conducted again, but instead used
the standard deviation of the horizontal fixation coordinate and are referenced in the
results for further detail. These comparisons revealed stronger significant differences
between comparisons. Fixations with a wider spread in the horizontal and vertical
directions were found in all of the straight conditions (i.e., single straight, dual straight,
and overall straight). These comparisons can be found in Table 21 below.
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Table 21. Comparisons of the standard deviations of directional X and Y coordinates collapsed across images.
Comparison

t

df

p

ղ2

**r

M1

SD 1

M2

SD 2

(X coordinate) Single
Straight to Single
Right

54.327

19799

0.000

0.130

.231

278.22

192.63

191.60

167.80

(X coordinate) Dual
Straight to Dual Right

45.183

20125

0.000

0.092

.127

331.98

184.98

257.33

169.29

(X coordinate)
Straight vs Right
(Collapsed)

45.571

19718

0.000

0.095

.159

238.07

128.89

185.72

119.60

(X coordinate) Single
vs Dual (Collapsed)

-36.929

20196

0.000

0.063

.223

192.65

127.57

233.53

124.74

(Y coordinate) Single
Straight to Single
Right

24.125

19799

0.000

0.029

.082

183.71

128.43

154.69

121.27

(Y coordinate) Dual
Straight to Dual Right

3.621

4896

0.000

0.003

.249

195.30

116.96

187.28

135.01

(Y coordinate)
Straight vs Right
(Collapsed)

28.470

19799

0.000

0.039

.058

149.90

85.27

126.87

80.47

(Y coordinate) Single
vs Dual (Collapsed)

-7.555

20196

0.000

0.003

.109

138.04

84.98

143.98

82.27
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Note: * Significant t statistic, df = degrees of freedom, ղ2 = effect size, r = correlation coefficient, M1 = mean of first variable in the
comparison, SD1 = standard deviation of the first variable in the comparison, M2 = mean of second variable in the comparison, SD2
= standard deviation of the second variable in the comparison.
**Correlation values are extremely low in some cases which could be a result of the nature of the variables being compared as the task
to continue straight versus turn right are very different, equipment loss of data, or individual performance differences.
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Fixation Distributions as a Function of Task Instruction across AOIs
It was hypothesized that there would be differences in fixation patterns within
AOIs depending on the task instruction and task load (H2& 3). We found that there were
few significant differences between the single and dual task load, so we further
investigated whether there were differences in fixation distributions within the task
instruction across AOIs. We collapsed task load by averaging the eye metrics from the
straight single and straight dual conditions for all images. Likewise, for the right
instruction we created an overall score for each participant for fixation count and total
fixation duration for each of the four AOIs considered in the analysis: the rearview
mirror, right-side view mirror, right-side street, and the space ahead of the car. These
were constant across all four images and were predominantly the AOIs with significant
differences.
The metrics of fixation count and total fixation duration were chosen as they
represent importance and relevance to the driving task. As one might expect, the more
fixations made to an object would indicate the relative importance, as well as how long
one spends fixating on the object. Four one-way repeated measures ANOVAs, with a
Bonferroni correction, were conducted to compare the chosen eye movement metrics
across AOIs in both the straight and right instruction conditions with the significant
comparisons displayed in the tables below.
Fixation Distributions as a Function of Task Instruction
Fixation Count as a Function of Task Instruction: Straight
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare fixation counts
to the AOIs in the straight condition. The means and standard deviations are presented
in Table 22. There was a significant effect for AOI type, Wilks’ Lambda = .16, F (3,39) =
66.78, p <.001, multivariate partial eta squared = .837. Pairwise comparisons revealed
significant differences in fixation counts between the rearview mirror (M = 2.52, SD =
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0.92) and the front (M = 6.05, SD = 1.78), rearview mirror (M = 2.52, SD = 0.92) and the
right-side view mirror (M = 1.88, SD = 0.97), rearview mirror (M = 2.52, SD = 0.92) and
the right-side street (M =1.74, SD = 1.04), the front (M = 6.05, SD = 1.78) and the rightside view mirror (M = 1.88, SD = 0.97), and the front (M = 6.05, SD = 1.78) and the
right-side street (M =1.74, SD = 1.04).
Total Fixation Duration as a Function of Task Instruction: Straight
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare total fixation
durations to the AOIs in the straight condition. The means and standard deviations are
presented in Table 23. There was a significant effect for AOI type, Wilks’ Lambda = .18, F
(3,39) = 59.73, p <.001, multivariate partial eta squared = .821. Pairwise comparisons
revealed significant differences in total fixation duration between the rearview mirror (M
= 0.60, SD = 0.26) and the front (M = 1.77, SD = 0.75), rearview mirror (M = 0.60, SD =
0.26) and the right-side view mirror (M = 0.32, SD = 0.19), rearview mirror (M = 0.60,
SD = 0.26) and the right-side street (M = 0.33 , SD = 0.20), the front (M = 1.77, SD =
0.75) and the right-side view mirror (M = 0.32, SD = 0.19), and the front (M = 1.77, SD =
0.75) and the right-side street (M = 0.33 , SD = 0.20).
Fixation Count as a Function of Task Instruction: Right
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare fixation counts
to the AOIs when instructed to turn right. The means and standard deviations are
presented in Table 24. There was a significant effect for AOI type, Wilks’ Lambda = .63,
F (3,38) = 7.35, p = .001, multivariate partial eta squared = .367. Pairwise comparisons
revealed significant differences in fixation counts between the rearview mirror (M =
2.63, SD = 1.11) and front (M = 4.10, SD = 1.43), the right-side street (M = 3.93, SD =
1.60) and the rearview mirror (M = 2.63, SD = 1.11), the front (M = 4.10, SD = 1.43) and
the right-side view mirror (M = 2.90, SD = 1.16), and the right-side street (M = 3.93, SD
= 1.60) and the right-side view mirror (M = 2.90, SD = 1.16).
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Total Fixation Duration as a Function of Task Instruction: Right
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare total fixation
durations to the AOIs when instructed to turn right. The means and standard deviations
are presented in Table 25. There was a significant effect for AOI type, Wilks’ Lambda =
.62, F (3,39) = 8.07, p <.001, multivariate partial eta squared = .383. Pairwise
comparisons revealed significant differences in total fixation duration between the
rearview mirror (M = 0.56, SD = 0.29) and the front (M = 1.10, SD = 0.54), the rearview
mirror (M = 0.56, SD = 0.29) and the right-side street (M = 0.85, SD = 0.49), the front
(M = 1.10, SD = 0.54) and the right-side view mirror (M = 0.61, SD = 035), and the rightside street (M = 0.85, SD = 0.49) and the right-side view mirror (M = 0.61, SD = 035).
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Table 22. Fixation Count of Continuing Straight.
ղ2
Comparison
t
df
p
r
M1
SD 1
M2
SD 2
Rearview Mirror and Space Ahead
-10.127
41
0.000
0.714
-0.329
2.52
0.92
6.05
1.78
Rearview Mirror and Right Mirror
3.949
41
0.000
0.276
0.374
2.52
0.92
1.88
0.97
Rearview Mirror and Right-Side Street
3.577
41
0.001
0.238
-0.057
2.52
0.92
1.74
1.04
Space Ahead and Right Mirror
11.506
41
0.000
0.764
-0.407
6.05
1.78
1.88
0.97
Space Ahead and Right-Side Street
14.183
41
0.000
0.831
0.099
6.05
1.78
1.74
1.04
2
Note: t = t statistic, df = degrees of freedom, p = significance value, ղ = effect size, r = correlation coefficient, M1 = mean of first
variable in the comparison, SD1 = standard deviation of the first variable in the comparison, M2 = mean of second variable in the
comparison, SD2 = standard deviation of the second variable in the comparison.

Table 23. Total Fixation Duration of Continuing Straight.
ղ2
Comparison
t
df
p
r
M1
SD 1
M2
SD 2
Rearview Mirror and Space Ahead
-9.085
41
0.000
0.668
-0.141
0.60
0.26
1.77
0.75
Rearview Mirror and Right Mirror
5.787
41
0.000
0.450
-0.036
0.60
0.26
0.32
0.19
Rearview Mirror and Right-Side Street
5.746
41
0.000
0.446
0.117
0.60
0.26
0.33
0.20
Space Ahead and Right Mirror
11.185
41
0.000
0.753
-0.367
1.77
0.75
0.32
0.19
Space Ahead and Right-Side Street
12.144
41
0.000
0.782
0.077
1.77
0.75
0.33
0.20
Note: t = t statistic, df = degrees of freedom, p = significance value, ղ2 = effect size, r = correlation coefficient, M1 = mean of first
variable in the comparison, SD1 = standard deviation of the first variable in the comparison, M2 = mean of second variable in the
comparison, SD2 = standard deviation of the second variable in the comparison.
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Table 24. Fixation Count of Turning Right.
ղ2
Comparison
t
df
p
r
M1
SD 1
M2
SD 2
Rearview Mirror and Space Ahead
-4.681
41
0.000
0.348 -0.322 2.63
1.11
4.10
1.43
Rearview Mirror and Right-Side Street
-3.899
41
0.000
0.270 -0.307 2.63
1.11
3.93
1.60
Space Ahead and Right Mirror
3.92
40
0.000
0.278
-0.13
4.10
1.43
2.90
1.16
Right Mirror and Right-Side Street
-3.154
40
0.003
0.199
-0.112
2.90
1.16
3.93
1.60
Note: t = t statistic, df = degrees of freedom, p = significance value, ղ2 = effect size, r = correlation coefficient, M1 = mean of first
variable in the comparison, SD1 = standard deviation of the first variable in the comparison, M2 = mean of second variable in the
comparison, SD2 = standard deviation of the second variable in the comparison.

Table 25. Total Fixation Duration of Turning Right.
ղ2
Comparison
t
df
p
r
M1
SD 1
M2
SD 2
Rearview Mirror and Space Ahead
-4.902
41
0.000
0.370
-0.431
0.56
0.29
1.10
0.54
Rearview Mirror and Right-Side Street
-3.146
41
0.003
0.194
-0.16
0.56
0.29
0.85
0.49
Space Ahead and Right Mirror
4.426
41
0.000
0.323
-0.265
1.10
0.54
0.61
0.35
Right Mirror and Right-Side Street
-2.858
41
0.007
0.166
0.164
0.61
0.35
0.85
0.49
2
Note: t = t statistic, df = degrees of freedom, p = significance value, ղ = effect size, r = correlation coefficient, M1 = mean of first
variable in the comparison, SD1 = standard deviation of the first variable in the comparison, M2 = mean of second variable in the
comparison, SD2 = standard deviation of the second variable in the comparison.
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this research was to investigate the effects of a secondary task and
instruction set (e.g. go straight versus turn right) on visual scan patterns and low-level
fixation metrics when viewing naturalistic images of driving scenes. In general, we saw
significant interactions of task load and task instruction on various AOIs for three out of
the four images. When interactions were absent, the results show that performance of a
secondary task had little effect on fixation patterns and most low-level metrics of fixation
performance compared to task instructions, and that the fixation patterns exhibited by
participants were more strongly dependent on the instructional set. Each of these
findings is discussed in more detail below.
Effects of Task Load by Task Instruction
We found eight significant interaction effects in three of the four images
(excluding the image “Rock”). We focused solely on the AOIs that were common to the
four images (space ahead of the vehicle, rearview mirror, left and right-side view mirrors,
and the right-side street) and analyzed them for each eye movement metric (TFD, FFD,
TTFF, and FC). We found that the majority of the interaction effects occurred to the AOI
defining the space ahead of the vehicle, the right-side view mirror and the right-side
street. The results show that fixation patterns on the front versus right-side mirror and
right-side street where dependent on anticipation of going straight or turning right. For
the front AOI, depending on the image, we found that participants spent less total time
fixating the front region, fixated it less frequently, fixated it later, and made a short first
fixation particularly under the low load condition. For the image “Mariand,” the first
fixation on the right-side street occurred significantly earlier under the low task load
condition when instructed to turn right.
The results for fixations on the right-side mirror are complementary. Again,
depending on the image, we found that participants fixated the mirror earlier, fixated it
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longer and more frequently when anticipating turn right, particularly under the low load
condition. The results, while not definitive given they were observed for a subset of
images and metrics, offer some evidence that performance of a secondary task may
interfere with context dependent scanning of the driving scene. One possible explanation
is that performance of a secondary task moderates the influence of implicit low-level
visual routines that might normally bias eye movements in certain contexts. The
secondary task may interfere with the detection or recognition of the cues or
alternatively, it may bias competition in favor of top-down over bottom-up control of eye
movements.
Image: “Twelve”
For this image, the analysis revealed a number of significant interactions of task
instruction and task load for the AOI titled “Front” for each of the following eye
movement metrics: TFD, TTFF, and FC. One potentially important aspect of this image
is the proximity of a car ahead in the lane adjacent to the lane the image was taken from
perhaps contributing to the participants earlier, longer fixations and more numerous
fixations on this AOI when continuing straight, regardless of task load. The other AOI
that had a significant interaction for the eye metric, FC, was the right-side view mirror.
Participants made more fixations to the right-side view mirror when turning right in the
single task load condition but made more when continuing straight in the dual task load
condition. As for the TTFF, participant quicker to fixate the area ahead of the vehicle in
the single task condition while continuing straight and in the dual task condition while
turning right.
Image: “Mariand”
For this image, the right-side street and the right-side view mirror were the AOIs
that had interaction effects for the eye movement metrics, FFD and TTFF respectively.
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This image was in a suburban area with a van appearing in the left mirror and houses to
the right. The right-side street had a longer FFD when turning right in the single
condition and continuing straight in the dual task load condition. This may have been
due to concentration on the dual task that participants spent a longer amount of time
fixating on it at first. The TTFF of the right-side view mirror had an earlier fixation time
in both task load conditions when the instruction was to turn right.
Image: “One Way”
For this image, there was as significant interaction for the rearview mirror for the
fixation count eye metric. There were more fixations made to the rearview in the dual
task load condition when continuing straight, but in the single task load condition when
turning right. Participants mentioned various reasons of checking their rearview to see if
there was a car behind that may hit them if they were turning or tailgating too closely
while driving straight.
Image: “Rock”
There were no observed significant interaction effects in this image. It was a
rather simple intersection on a commercial road with oncoming traffic and cars ahead in
the distance.
In summary, the significant interactions indicate that task instruction influenced
fixation behavior particularly under the low load condition. The data highlight how
behavioral goals influence fixation behavior and how performance of a secondary task
may moderate the influence of behavioral goals on eye movement behavior.
Effects of Task Load
Overall the results of the study show that dual-task load had modest effects on
eye visual scan patterns and eye movement metrics. It was hypothesized that
participants would make fewer discrete fixations, exhibit shorter first fixation duration,
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and greater total fixation duration on the AOIs they fixated under the dual-task load
condition. We found few significant differences in task load when looking at the fixation
count, first fixation duration, and total fixation durations to the AOIs. Analysis of the
effect sizes indicate the effects were small except for the time-to-first-fixation to the leftside view mirror in the dual-task load that was longer by nearly one second for the image
titled “Mariand.” Review of this particular image did not reveal any obvious explanation
for the longer time-to-first-fixation.
We had hypothesized that the duration of first fixations to AOIs might be shorter
due to interference from the secondary task. Contrary to our hypothesis (H3b1), there
was an instance where we observed a longer first fixation duration in the image “Twelve”
of the rearview mirror in the single task load condition. People reported looking to the
rearview mirror to check to see if they were going to be rear-ended so they could brace
for impact, while some reported looking at it more since it was in the frame as opposed
to its location in a vehicle.
Considering fixation count, we hypothesized that participants would make
significantly fewer fixations to the AOIs in the dual-task load condition (H3a1). Contrary
to our hypothesis, we found two instances of higher fixation counts to specific AOIs in
the dual-task load condition and one case of higher fixation counts in the single-task load
condition. Overall, the few significant differences suggest that performance of a dualtask had little impact on the number and distribution of fixations as function of AOI’s.
The absence of a dual-task effect on eye movement metrics is in line with the
findings of Strayer et al. (2003) who investigated the effects of hands-free cell phone
conversations on simulated driving. Using a smaller set of eye movement metrics, they
reported no effect of the secondary task on visual scanning or fixation duration. Nunes
and Recarte (2002) and Recarte and Nunes (2003) investigated the effects of mental
workload on eye movement metrics including horizontal gaze variability, fixation
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duration, and the number of fixations on rear and side view mirrors. The data was
collected while drivers navigated a series of roadways in an instrumented vehicle. Nunes
and Recarte (2002) reported null or small decreases in fixation duration when
performing secondary tasks (i.e., mental currency conversion, an autobiographical recall
task). They proposed that the reduced horizontal gaze variability found when performing
a secondary task might reflect an “adaptive visual attention strategy” (Recarte & Nunes,
2003) of prioritizing the interrogation of the path of travel for potential hazards. We
found no evidence of changes in horizontal gaze variability that may be a result of the
much smaller horizontal dimensions of the computer screen compared the real worlddriving scene.
Alternatively, gaze concentration may reflect a reduced effectiveness of
peripheral stimuli to capture attention when performing another concurrent task
producing an effect akin to tunnel vision (Briggs et al., 2016, 2011). Briggs et al. reported
findings they interpreted as evidence consistent with visual tunneling (2011, 2016).
Though we found this tunnelling effect of a smaller spread of horizontal fixation
coordinates when participants were instructed to turn right, it may be that participants
were overly focused on the task and scanned less of the scene.
Importantly for this research, Recarte and Nunes (2003) and Strayer et al.
(2003) offer compelling arguments that their data are more consistent with a secondary
task interfering with the visual processing of information at fixation. The pattern of
significant interactions also suggests that the task instruction manipulation influenced
participation eye movement behavior more under the low load condition. The
performance of the secondary n-back task may interfere with the employment of topdown knowledge.
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Task Goal Dictates Eye Movement Patterns
Task Instruction Effects
Task instruction had a robust effect on fixation behavior (H3a2&3). We
hypothesized that participants would make more fixations and earlier fixations to the
right side of the road scene when instructed to turn right, and the results supported these
hypotheses. Participants fixated an AOI that defined the right-side intersecting street
earlier and more frequently when instructed to turn right and fixated the space ahead of
the vehicle earlier and more frequently when instructed to continue straight.
Interestingly, there was no difference in fixation counts or time-to-first-fixation
on the rearview mirror AOI as a function of task instruction. Participants reported that
they looked at the rearview to evaluate the risk of being rear ended by a person following
too closely behind should they slow down or right turn. Interrogating the review mirror
is important in either case as the risk of being rear ended increases should the path
ahead be impeded, or if they anticipate slowing down to turn right.
Exploratory Analyses of Task Instruction
The analyses revealed that participants looked more (fixation count) and earlier
(time-to-first-fixation) to areas and objects in the scene related to the task instructions.
Therefore, we performed a series of exploratory analyses to evaluate the effects of task
instruction on other low-level measures of eye movement behaviors including total
fixation durations and fixation count to three different AOIs (space ahead of the vehicle,
right side of the image, and rearview mirror).
Eye Metrics across AOIs When Continuing Straight
When instructed to imagine continuing straight, participants made more total
fixations to the AOI defining the space ahead of the vehicle than to the rearview mirror,
more to the rearview mirror than the right-side view mirror, more to the front than the
right-side view mirror, and the AOI defining the right-side street. Analysis of the total
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fixation durations when instructed to proceed straight revealed that participants also
fixated longer on AOIs that coincided with their current task goal. Participants had
longer fixation durations to the space ahead of the vehicle than the rearview mirror, the
rearview mirror than the right-side view mirror, rearview mirror than the right-side
street, the space ahead of the vehicle than the right-side view mirror, and the space
ahead of the vehicle than the right-side street.
Eye Metrics across AOIs When Turning Right
Similarly, analysis of the fixation counts participants made to the AOIs when they
were instructed to turn right indicated they made more fixations to the space ahead of
the vehicle than the rearview mirror, to the right-side street than the rearview mirror, to
the space ahead of the vehicle than the right-side view mirror, and to the right-side street
than the right-side view mirror. All the scene images were taken when the car was in the
right most lane. Thus, the right-side view mirror may not have been as informative as in
the case when a driver must change lanes to prepare to turn right. Likewise, more
fixations were made to the right-side street and the space ahead of the vehicle as might
be expected when turning right.
In addition, total fixation duration across AOIs for the turning right instruction
revealed longer fixations to the right-side street and space ahead of the vehicle. We
observed that participants had greater fixation durations to the space ahead of the
vehicle than the rearview mirror, the right-side street than the rearview mirror, the space
ahead of the vehicle than the right-side view mirror, and the right-side street than the
right-side view mirror, which mirrors the differences in fixation counts. Participants
spent more time looking at the right-side street when their task was to turn right.
Overall, exploratory analyses revealed that when turning right, participants
tended to fixate more frequently and for a longer total period on the space ahead of the
vehicle and to the right side-street. While turning right, it is important to monitor the
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area ahead is clear of hazards. Alternately, when continuing straight, participants fixated
more on the space ahead of the vehicle. This agrees with the findings from Võ and Wolfe
(2013) in which their results suggested a coupling between semantic and episodic
knowledge when participants completed a visual search task under different conditions.
If participants were instructed to look for a toilet in a bathroom scene, they looked near
the floor and not near the sink. Likewise, if the toilet was placed in a semantically
inconsistent location in the scene, they would use episodic knowledge of where to look if
they had previously found it, rather than semantic knowledge of where a toilet is
normally located in a bathroom. In our study, it reflects the finding that participants
used semantic knowledge to look more toward the right when turning right compared to
continuing straight. This allows for checking the area of travel for potential hazards.
Reported Order Does Not Predict Fixation Order
In series of pilot studies conducted in our lab, participants were (studies 1a&b)
shown the road scenes used in this research and instructed to imagine they were
negotiating the intersection and evaluating whether it was safe or not to proceed straight
through the scene and to call out the areas or objects they would attend to. The areas
identified in the first pilot (study 1a) were replicated in a subsequent pilot study
conducted on-line (study 1b). The areas of the scene identified in the pilot studies served
as the basis of the AOIs used in this eye tracking study. These AOIs generated were also
consistent with those reported in the Driver Prioritisation Questionnaire (DPQ)
(Konstantopoulos & Crundall, 2008). The DPQ gives participants different driving
situations and asks them to rate the listed objects and areas in the order of where they
would look most to least. Though we did not use standardized visual fields like the DPQ,
the generated AOIs from the pilot studies included the same types of areas and objects as
the DPQ.
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We compared the fixation patterns collected in the lab to the regions in the
scenes that participants reported they would scrutinize. We hypothesized that there
would that at least half of the same AOIs would be common between the fixated AOI’s
and what they later reported would be areas they would look. We reasoned that the areas
their order might be influenced by the perceived value of information in those areas of
the scene for the behavioral goal they were instructed to perform (negotiate an
intersection and either go straight or turn right).We analyzed whether the order of TTFF
to the AOIs was predicted by the order of the reported AOIs in the post experiment
online survey. The results indicated no significant relationship between time-to-firstfixation and rank order of the AOIs. Thus while participants fixate the reported AOIs, the
rank order did not predict the order of fixations.
The results are in agreement with a broader research literature suggesting that
observers have little conscious awareness of their fixation behavior (Foulsham, Walker,
& Kingstone, 2011; Võ & Wolfe, 2013). Võ and Wolfe (2013) recorded eye movements of
participants as they viewed a scene and were tasked with finding different objects. When
they were asked to find an object they had already searched for, their search times were
faster, especially in scenes where the objects were inconsistently placed. In those
instances, it was easier to use episodic memory to find an object, whereas scenes where
the objects were consistently placed, searching the scene again was faster than having to
use memory to recall where the object was placed. Semantic guidance and episodic
memory helped guide the visual search tasks. The results offer additional evidence that
although participants may recognize the relative value of different sources of scene
information, the planning and execution of eye movements may be biased by scene
properties or task variables that may not be readily accessible to conscious examination.
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Implications of the study findings
The results of this study add to the growing literature demonstrating the
important link between behavioral goals and the acquisition of information needed to
support goal completion (Henderson et al., 2018; Hwang et al., 2011; Land, 2009; Land
& Hayhoe, 2001). This view stands in contrast to earlier models of eye movements that
stressed the primacy of bottom-up cues (i.e., brightness, color, orientation, movement)
in capturing attention and associated eye movements (Itti & Koch, 2000; Parkhurst,
Law, & Niebur, 2002). A range of models have been developed that incorporate the
influence of top-down knowledge that modulate the weights of bottom-up stimulus
dimension (e.g., color, orientation, brightness, motion etc.) depending on relevance
determined by semantic and syntactic knowledge. The results also highlight the
importance of understanding the components of complex tasks and how behavioral goals
shift in time. The eye movement behaviors are only interpretable and meaningful in
reference to the behavioral objectives of the observer.
The interaction of task load and task instruction provide evidence of how a
secondary task may alter eye movement behavior. The performance of a secondary task
may be prioritized by participants possibly suppressing learned low-level behavioral scan
patterns, or alternatively there may be a form of bias competition, with one or the other
influencing eye movement behavior.
Our finding that the AOIs identified by one group of participants predicted where
other participants fixated, likely reflects the role of several factors including 1) general
semantic knowledge that is invariant due to standardized driving regulations and the
design of engineered driving environments, 2) that driving related information is likely
constrained to a smaller set of potential relevant objects (e.g., vehicles, signs, roadway,
etc.) and regions of the scene including the ground surface (not the sky) and roads in
particular. These properties might also account for the result of the preliminary studies
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that of independent groups of participants reported the same regions of the road scenes
as important for judgments of safe travel.
A more detailed knowledge of the components of driving tasks and associated eye
movements would be valuable for a range of technologies including in-vehicle
augmented reality (AR) and heads-up displays (HUD). Designers imagine displays that
alert drivers to information in the scene ranging from the informative alerts (e.g.,
restaurants, rest stops on the highway with bathrooms) to alerts of potential hazards
(e.g., pedestrians, bicyclists, emergency vehicles). A major concern of AR is the potential
of overwhelming the user with alerts that may be irrelevant. Recent research suggests
that eye movement patterns may be predictive for instance of overtaking maneuvers
which in turn could be used to prioritize the presentation of relevant information to the
driver. A more granular understanding of driving tasks and subtasks displayed in a
hierarchical task analysis (Walker et al., 2001) can also help contextualize the eye
movement behaviors and thus predict what information the drive is seeking. This in turn
can filter what information to present to the driver via AR. If a driver is using the
navigation system, alerting algorithms would be able to take into account turns the
driver will be taking and alert the driver to areas that may contain a hazard that are
relevant to their future path.
An understanding of eye movement behavior as it relates to different tasks could
also be valuable for new driver training. The training of a new driver’s visual scan
behavior relies on the intuition of the driving instructor regarding how they scan the
environment. As noted above, evidence would suggest that this intuition might bear little
resemblance to actual scanning behavior. Understanding the interaction between task
and visual scan behavior may offer a firm basis for the development of driver training
programs.
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Limitations
Eye tracking is a powerful and non-invasive tool to collect data though it does not
come without a cost. The loss of eye tracking data is common and due to a variety of
issues including poor calibration quality, use of glasses that may obscure the eyes,
eccentric gaze direction and head and body movements that result in the eyes being
outside the field of view of system sensors. The assumption that the missing data is
random may not always be tenable affecting the research results in unknown ways.
We recorded eye movements to four images instructions of driving scenes from
the Midwest United States under two different instructions. The choice of fewer images
was driven by pragmatic considerations of the number of trials, participants, and eye
movement metrics. The degree to which the results of this study generalize to different
road environments (urban, suburban, city, highway), road conditions (low versus high
traffic density), active driving (Mackenzie & Harris, 2015) under a dynamic condition
can only be determined by future experimentation.
Though our AOIs were conservatively defined around specific objects for
analyzing task load and more liberally defined for analyzing task instruction, the larger
AOIs may reflect a more realistic analysis of how eye movements are made in real-world
driving. Drivers often use peripheral vision to check surroundings without making a
direct eye movement to an object and may look near it. By enlarging the AOIs, this may
include more eye movements that were made to the object, but not necessarily directly
on the object. Finally, while our secondary task allowed a degree of experimental control
that was advantageous, its use can be criticized as not being particularly representative
of the tasks drivers perform in real-world driving.
Future Research
The elaboration of driving schemas relies on experience and evidence suggests
that novice and experienced drivers scan the driving environment differently (Maltz &
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Shinar, 1999). Maltz and Shinar (1999) recorded the eye movements of younger and
older drivers while they scanned driving scenes. Older participants spent a larger
percentage of their time visually scanning a smaller set of areas in the scenes and they
tended to revisit the same areas whereas younger drivers did not.
With that being said, the experience level of the driver may have an impact on the
eye movement patterns which was a factor we did take into account. Novice drivers have
exhibited different eye movement patterns behind the wheel compared to more
experienced drivers. They tend to scan more vertically and less horizontally, which is the
opposite of experienced drivers. These patterns may be learned as experience is gained
and this becomes more of a top-down, knowledge guided process.
As previously mentioned, there are two main sources that influence eye
movement patterns, top-down and bottom-up. Our findings in regard to task instruction
lend further support to the importance of top-down influences. The shift in eye
movements toward the direction of travel demonstrate a goal related purpose that are
guided by the knowledge of where to look while driving. The significant interaction of
task instruction and load, however, highlight the importance of understanding the
relative influence of bottom-up and top-down factors on eye movement control,
especially under more naturalistic viewing conditions.
Bottom-up processing is also, still, important in driving. There are certain aspects
of driving that are meant to be more salient and call upon bottom-up influences.
Examples of these salient, environmental cues are sirens and lights on emergency
vehicles, the size of fire trucks, as well as the bright colors used in stop lights, road signs,
and construction areas. An interesting extension of this research would be to investigate
how differences in driving experience manifest in driving situations known to be a
greater and how they may be modulated by task goals.
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We used static stimuli and it would be important to investigate how eye
movements vary under dynamic conditions using video clips, a driving simulator, or
naturalistic driving (e.g., highway, neighborhood, construction zone, etc.) in driving
environments that vary in complexity (e.g., a bicyclist, a busy school zone, a major
intersection, etc.). Because driving uses these bottom-up influences that help the safety
of the driver, our study did not use dynamic scenes that would allow the participant to be
influenced or use the environmental cues of motion or sound.
Driving is a very dynamic activity, and our use of static images could have
influenced their eye movement patterns differently. Our method to include a gist in the
study was not only to help orient the participant to the scene, but also simulate a driver
approaching a scene. Though we did evaluate the scenes for saliency of color, the scenes
did not have an overwhelming amount of salient objects or areas in each image that
would have biased the participants’ eye movements.
Another potential avenue for future research would be to replicated study in a
driving simulator where the temporal situational constrains imposed by the driving task
may be more readily apparent. This may be more apparent at higher driving speeds that
reduce the time to evaluate and make decisions. This may be compounded by a
secondary task which takes some finite amount of time to complete and that must be
interleaved with driving. Because the auditory n-back was chosen as the secondary task it
did not interfere with eye movements, but it not a representative of many tasks drivers
perform in the real world. Instead, a data entry task (e.g., typing an address into a
navigation app) or physical manipulation task (e.g., turning the radio station) should be
considered to increase the external validity of the task.
Conclusion
This dissertation investigated the effects of task goal and performance of
secondary (i.e., task load on eye movement behavior. The results of this study offer
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strong evidence in support of the claim that a person’s eye movements are heavily guided
by a task’s goal or purpose. Furthermore, the data provides evidence that people do in
fact look at specific areas and objects of a scene that they report they would look at when
driving, however, the order of fixations does not appear to be related to perceived
importance of the areas. The addition of a secondary task had surprisingly little impact
on where participants looked or on the execution of the eye movements as revealed by
low-level eye movement metrics. Perhaps, drivers are able to use behavioral routines
derived from the many hours on the road that they cannot articulate but that may bias
eye movements. Given that as many as five eye movements may be planned and executed
in one second, relying on top-down conscious decision-making may be just too slow. To
our knowledge, this is the first study to look at the shifts in eye movement patterns to
specific AOIs under various conditions while viewing driving images. Future research
should address the limitations, as well as delve further into the meaning behind the
differences in the time to first fixation order and the order participants report looking.
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APPENDIX A.1 Informed Consent Study 1a
Title of Project: Where Do Drivers Place Importance in the Driving Scene?
Principal Investigator: Alex Chaparro
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
600 S Clyde Morris Blvd
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
Purpose of Research: The purpose of this study is to investigate where drivers think
they should look while driving.
Specific Procedures to be used: After several demographics questions, you will be
shown a series of still shots of driving scenes. You will be asked to identify and label all
the places that you would pay attention to and rank them in order of most to least
importance. Your responses will be recorded through an audio voice recorder.
Duration of Participation: The study will take approximately 45 minutes to
complete.
Conditions of Participation: You are one of up to 10 participants in this study. You
must be 18 years of age or older, have a valid driver’s license, and have at least 5 years of
driving experience.
Benefits to the Individual: Participation in this study will help contribute to a follow
up study in determining drivers’ fixation patterns.
Risks to the Individual: The risks of participating in this study are minimal, no more
than everyday life.
Confidentiality: Confidentiality will be maintained to protect your rights. We will work
to make sure that no one sees your survey responses without approval. But, because we
are using the Internet, there is a chance that someone could access your online responses
without permission. In some cases, this information could be used to identify you. Your
data records are only tied to you by an individually-assigned participant ID number to
reduce the risk that other people can view the responses. Your voice recording files will
be only accessible on the principal investigator’s computer, and will be deleted 3 years
after the study has finished taking place.
Voluntary Nature of Participation: Participants do not have to participate in this
research project and may terminate their participation at any time without penalty.
Participants can skip any questions they do not feel comfortable answering and can stop
at any time. If you choose to “opt out” your physical and electronic study data will be
deleted immediately.
Thank you for your participation. For answers to pertinent questions about the research
or about your rights as a participant, please do not hesitate to contact Alex Chaparro at
chapara3@erau.edu.
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The following message will be delivered verbally to the participant. Participant consent
will be recorded via signature and this form will be kept by the researchers for recordkeeping purposes.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thank you for your participation. For answers to pertinent questions about the research
or about your rights as a participant, please do not hesitate to contact Alex Chaparro at
chapara3@erau.edu. For any concerns or questions as a participant in this research,
contact Teri Gabriel, IRB Assistant Director, at 386-226-779 or via email
teri.gabriel@erau.edu.
I consent to participating in the research project entitled: Where Drivers Place
Importance in the Driving Scene.
The principal investigator of the study is: Alex Chaparro
The individual above, or their research assistants, have explained the purpose of the
study, the procedures to be followed, and the expected duration of my participation. I
have read the page “Informed Consent Document” and agree to the conditions of the
study. Possible benefits of the study have been described, as have alternate procedures, if
such procedures are applicable and available.
I acknowledge that I have had the opportunity to obtain additional information
regarding the study and that any questions I have raised have been answered to my full
satisfaction furthermore, I understand that I am free to withdraw consent at any time
and to discontinue participation in the study without prejudice to me.
Finally, I acknowledge that I have read and fully understand the consent form. I sign it
freely and voluntarily.

Printed Name of Subject

Signature of Subject

Date
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APPENDIX A.3 Informed Consent Study 1b
Informed Consent Document
Title of Project: Where Do Drivers Look in the Driving Scene?
Principal Investigator: Alex Chaparro
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
600 S Clyde Morris Blvd
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
Purpose of Research: The purpose of this study is to investigate where drivers think
they should look while driving.
Specific Procedures to be used: After several demographics questions, you will be
shown a series of still shots of driving scenes. You will be asked to identify all the places
that you would pay attention to and rank them in order of when you would look at them.
Duration of Participation: The study will take approximately 15 minutes to
complete.
Conditions of Participation: You are one of up to 1000 participants in this study.
You must be 18 years of age or older and a current driver.
Benefits to the Individual: Participation in this study will help contribute to a follow
up study in determining drivers’ fixation patterns.
Risks to the Individual: The risks of participating in this study are minimal, no more
than everyday life.
Confidentiality: Confidentiality will be maintained to protect your rights. We will work
to make sure that no one sees your survey responses without approval. But, because we
are using the Internet, there is a chance that someone could access your online responses
without permission. In some cases, this information could be used to identify you. Your
data records are only tied to you by an individually-assigned participant ID number to
reduce the risk that other people can view the responses. Your responses will be only
accessible on the principal investigator’s computer, and will be deleted 3 years after the
study has finished taking place.
Voluntary Nature of Participation: Participants do not have to participate in this
research project and may terminate their participation at any time without penalty.
Participants can skip any questions they do not feel comfortable answering and can stop
at any time. If you choose to “opt out” your physical and electronic study data will be
deleted immediately.

The following message will be delivered electronically to the participant. Participant
consent will be recorded via a required question at the beginning of the survey as to
whether or not they consent.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I consent to participating in the research project entitled: Where Drivers Look in the
Driving Scene?
The principal investigator of the study is: Alex Chaparro
You are under no obligation to participate in this study. By selecting “Yes” below, you are
indicating that:
• You have read (or someone has read to you) the information provided above,
• You are aware that this is a research study,
• You have voluntarily decided to participate.
I have read the above and agree to participate in this survey.
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Yes

No

APPENDIX A.4 Study 1b IRB Approval
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APPENDIX A.5 Informed Consent Document Study 2 Screener Survey
Informed Consent Form
Survey of driving behaviors
Purpose of Research: The purpose of this study involves research to investigate
drivers’ behaviors. You will be given the opportunity at the end of the survey to provide
contact information for a follow up study if you are interested. The survey will take 10
minutes to complete.

Eligibility: To be in this study, you must be 18 years of age or older and have a valid
U.S. driver’s license.

Risks or discomforts: The risks of participating in this study are no greater than
everyday life.

Benefits: While there are no benefits to you as a participant, your participation in this
research may allow for the opportunity to participate in another study.

Confidentiality of records: Your individual information will be protected in all data
resulting from this study. Your responses to this survey will be confidential. While the
members of the research team will have access to your email if you decide to be
contacted for a future study, publication of the data will not include that information.
The online survey system will not save IP address or any other identifying information.
In order to protect the anonymity of your responses, your responses will be kept in a
password-protected file on a password-protected computer. No one other than the
researcher team will have access to any of the responses. Information collected as part of
this research will not be used or distributed for future research studies.

All survey responses that the investigator receives will be treated confidentially and
stored on an encrypted file. However, given that the surveys can be completed from
any computer (personal, work, school, etc.), we are unable to guarantee the security of
the computer on which you choose to enter your response. As a participant in this
study, the investigator wants you to be aware that certain “keylogging” software
programs exist that can be used to track or capture data that you enter and/or
websites that you visit. Information collected as part of this research will not be used or
distributed for future research studies.

Compensation: You will be compensated with 1 SONA credit.
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Contact: If you have any questions or would like additional information about this
study, please contact Anastasia Diamond (diamona2@my.erau.edu), or the faculty
member overseeing this project, Dr. Alex Chaparro (alex.chaparro@erau.edu). For any
concerns or questions as a participant in this research, contact the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) at 386-226-7179 or via email teri.gabriel@erau.edu.

Voluntary Nature of Participation: Your participation in this study is completely
voluntary. You may discontinue your participation at any time without penalty or loss of
benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. Should you wish to discontinue the research
at any time, no information collected will be used.

CONSENT. By checking AGREE below, I certify that I am a resident of the U.S.,
understand the information on this form, and voluntarily agree to participate in the
study. If you do not wish to participate in the study, simply close the browser or check
DISAGREE which will direct you out of the study. Please print a copy of this form for
your records. A copy of this form can also be requested from Anastasia Diamond,
diamona2@my.erau.edu.

0 AGREE

0 DISAGREE
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APPENDIX A.6 Informed Consent Study 2 In-Lab Portion
Informed Consent Form
Do Task Instructions Dictate Eye Movements?
Purpose of Research: The purpose of this study involves research to investigate
where drivers look while viewing different driving scenes with various instructions. First,
you will take a short vision screening to ensure you have normal or corrected to normal
vision. After, you will be calibrated to the Tobii eye tracker. This is a process where the
eye tracker tracks your pupils to estimate where you are looking for a customized and
accurate gaze point calculation. Then you will be shown a series of driving scenes. Your
main task will be to scrutinize the image under various instructions. You will do this
twice- once while undistracted and once while completing a listening task.
Lastly, a day later you will receive a link to complete a 10-minute post-study survey in
which you click on different areas of a driving scene according to different instructions.
The study should take about 40-50 minutes to complete. Nothing will be required to
wear on your head for eye tracking, and the cognitive task will involve responding with a
key press if a target letter is heard.
Eligibility: To be in this study, you must be 18 years of age or older, have a valid U.S.
driver’s license, and have normal or corrected to normal vision.
Risks or discomforts: The risks of participating in this study are no greater than
everyday life.
Benefits: While there are no benefits to you as a participant, your participation in this
research may help us contribute to literature regarding the understanding drivers’
fixation patterns when under normal and distracted conditions.
Confidentiality of records: Your individual information will be protected in all data
resulting from this study. While the members of the research team will have access to
your personal information, publication of the data will not include any identifying
information. You will be assigned a participant number; the key code will be stored
separately from the data. Information collected as part of this research will not be used
or distributed for future research studies.
Compensation: You will be compensated with 5 SONA credits if you are completing
this study through the SONA system at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University.
Contact: If you have any questions or would like additional information about this
study, please contact Anastasia Diamond (diamona2@my.erau.edu), or the faculty
member overseeing this project, Dr. Alex Chaparro (alex.chaparro@erau.edu). For any
concerns or questions as a participant in this research, contact the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) at 386-226-7179 or via email teri.gabriel@erau.edu.
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Voluntary Nature of Participation: Your participation in this study is completely
voluntary. You may discontinue your participation at any time without penalty or loss of
benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. Should you wish to discontinue the research
at any time, no information collected will be used.
CONSENT. By signing below, I certify that I am a college student, a resident of the U.S.
and I am 18 years of age or older. I further verify that I understand the information on
this form, that the researcher has answered any and all questions I have about this study,
and I voluntarily agree to participate in the study.
Signature of Participant _____________________________
Date:_________________

Printed Name of Participant
_______________________________________________
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APPENDIX A.8 Study 2 In-Lab Portion IRB Approval
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APPENDIX A.9 Study 2 In-Lab Portion IRB Modification Approval
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APPENDIX B.1 Pre-study 1a Survey
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is your age in years?
What is your gender?
Do you have a valid driver’s license?
How many years have you been driving?
What kind of roads do you do the majority of your driving? (Check all that apply)
a. Suburban Roads
b. Highway
c. Country Roads (Rural)
d. Urban City Roads
6. Do you text while driving?
7. Do you talk on the phone while driving?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Only on Bluetooth
d. Only on speakerphone
8. Do you use a navigation system while driving?
a. Google Maps
b. Apple Maps
c. Built in navigation system to car infotainment system
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APPENDIX B.2 Post-study 1b Survey
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is your gender?
How old are you? (in years)
How many years have you been a licensed driver?
What type of road do you do the majority of your driving?
Where do you currently reside? (City, State)
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APPENDIX B.3 Study 2 Screener Survey
1. Do you have a valid driver’s license in the United States of America?
a. Yes
b. No
2. How many years have you been driving in the US?
3. How often do you typically drive?
a. Yearly
b. Monthly
c. Weekly
d. Daily
4. If you drive at least WEEKLY, how many hours a week do you drive?
a. Less than 1 hour
b. 1-5 hours
c. More than 5 hours
5. How long is your typical car ride?
a. Less than 10 minutes
b. 10-30 minutes
c. 31-60 minutes
d. More than 60 minutes
6. On what kind of road do you do the majority of your driving?
a. Urban (city roads)
b. Suburban Roads
c. Highway
d. Rural (country roads)
7. What do you mainly use your car for?
a. Commuting/Work (Delivery, hauling, etc.)
b. Driving for enjoyment
c. Other
8. In the last week, have you done these activities while driving? [checkbox
responses]
a. Eating
b. Talking to passengers
c. Talked on a cell phone
d. Texted/ check social media or other apps on a mobile phone
9. How frequently do you use your mobile phone while driving?
a. Never
b. Once every few trips
c. 1-2 times per trip
d. More than 2 times per trip
10. Does your car have features that alert you to other cars while turning or changing
lanes?
a. Yes
b. No
11. What is your age in years?
12. What is your gender?
a. Female
b. Male
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c. Prefer not to say
13. Do you use a navigation system while driving to new places?
a. Yes
b. No [if selected, skips to End of Survey Thank you page]
c. Sometimes
14. What type of navigation system do you use?
a. Smartphone app
b. Unit built into car
c. Portable device (e.g., Garmin, TomTom)
d. Other: ___________
15. Please provide your email below if you wish to be contacted for future research.
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APPENDIX C. PILOT DATA
C.1 Study 1a Areas of Importance across Groups
C.2 Study 1b Click Maps
C.3 Pilot Study 2 Data
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APPENDIX C.1 Study 1a Areas of Importance across Groups
1.

“Railroad”

2.

“For Sale”
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3.

“Quiet Intersection”
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4.

“Emporia”

5.

“Sneaky Pedestrian”
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6.

“Mariand”

7.

“Busy QT”
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8.

“St. Francis”

9.

“Weaponry”
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10.

“710 Pedestrian”
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11.

“Suburbia Truck”
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12.

“Pedestrian Crossing”

13.

“Market & Douglas”
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14.

“Gardener”

15.

“DT Construction”
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16.

“New Market”

17.

“McLean”
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18.

“School Zone”
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APPENDIX C.2 Study 1b Click Maps
1. “Quiet Intersection”
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Quiet Intersection: Areas of Importance
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Street light Space ahead
Right
(cars)
sidestreet
First Click

Second Click

Rearview Cars turning Left Side
mirror
left
mirror
Third Click

2. “Busy QT”
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Fourth Click

Right Side
mirror

Fifth Click
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148

Busy QT: Areas of Importance
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Street
light

Space
ahead
(cars)

First Click

Right in Right Rearview Cars
front of sidestreet mirror turning
you
left
Second Click

Third Click

3. “Emporia”
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On
Left Side Right Side
coming mirror mirror
traffic

Fourth Click

Fifth Click
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Emporia: Areas of Importance
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Street light Space ahead
Right
(cars)
sidestreet
First Click

Second Click

Rearview
mirror
Third Click

4. “McLean”
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On coming
traffic
Fourth Click

Left Side
mirror

Right Side
mirror

Fifth Click
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154

McLean: Areas of Importance
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Street light Space ahead
Left
(cars)
Sidestreet
First Click

Second Click

Right
sidestreet
Third Click

5. “Railroad”
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Rearview
mirror
Fourth Click

Left Side
mirror

Right Side
mirror

Fifth Click
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157

Railroad: Areas of Importance
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Space ahead Railroad XC Parked Cars Oncoming Rearview
(cars)
Traffic Lane
mirror
First Click

Second Click

Third Click

6. “School”
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Fourth Click

Left Side
mirror

Right Side
mirror

Fifth Click
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160

School: Areas of Importance
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Streetlight Area Ahead
First Click

Kids

Right
Left
Rearview Left Mirror
Sidestreet Sidestreet Mirror

Second Click

Third Click

7. “Weaponry”

161

Fourth Click

Right
Mirror

Fifth Click

Speed Limit
Sign
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Weaponry: Areas of Importance
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Streetlight Area Ahead Oncoming
Right
Left
Traffic
Sidestreet Sidestreet
First Click

Second Click

Third Click

8. St. Francis
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Rearview Left Mirror Right Mirror
Mirror

Fourth Click

Fifth Click
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St. Francis: Areas of Importance
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Streetlight

Area
Ahead

First Click

Oncoming Right
Left
Rearview Left Mirror
traffic Sidestreet Sidestreet Mirror
Second Click

Third Click
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Fourth Click

Fifth Click

Right
Mirror

APPENDIX C.3 Pilot Study 2 Data
One-back Data

Reaction Time
1000

Time (ms)

800
600
400
200
0
Viewing Only

Dual Task

Percent Correct
100%
98%
96%
94%
92%
90%
88%
Viewing Only

Dual Task
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Profile Plots
Task 1 = Single Viewing
Task 2 = Dual Viewing
Direction 1 = Straight
Direction 2 = Right Turn
Total Fixation Duration

Fixation Count
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170

Time-to-First-Fixation

First Fixation Duration
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Appendix D. SUPPORTING STUDY 2 MATERIALS
D.1 Vision Test Chart
D.2 Participant Log
D.3 Study 2 Stimuli
D.4 Study 2 Areas of Interest
D.5 Power Analysis
D.6 Detailed Study Components
D.7 Modified AOIs for Task Instruction Hypotheses
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APPENDIX D.1 Vision Test Chart
Participant ID: __________
Circle one: Gasses
SNELLEN CHART

20/200 E
20/100 F

P

20/70 T

O

Z

20/50

L

P

E

D

20/40

P

E

C

F

D

20/30

E

D

F

C

Z

P

20/25

F

E

L

O

P

Z

D

20/20 D

E

F

P

O

T

E

20/15

L

E

F

O

D

P

C

T

20/13

F

D

P

L

T

C

E

O

20/10

P

E

Z

O

L

C

F

T
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D

Contacts

None

APPENDIX D.2 Participant Log

PID
1

Example
P1_EX
1,1

Viewing ONLY
P1 single

2

P2_EX
2,1

Viewing ONLY
P2 single

3

P3_EX
3,1

4

P4_EX
4,1

5

P5_EX
5,1

Dual
P3 Dual
3,2
Dual
P4 Dual
4,2
N-Back ONLY
5,3

6

P6_EX
6,1

N-Back ONLY
6,3

7

P7_EX
7,1

Viewing ONLY
P7 single

8

P8_EX
8,1

Viewing ONLY
P8 single

9

P9_EX
9,1

10

P10_EX
10,1

11

P11_EX
11,1

Dual
P9 Dual
9,2
Dual
P10 Dual
10,2
N-Back ONLY
11,3

12

P12_EX
12,1

N-Back ONLY
12,3

13

P13_EX
13,1

Viewing ONLY
P13 Single

14

P14_EX
14,1

Viewing ONLY
P14 Single

Order of Conditions
Dual
P1 Dual
1,2
N-Back ONLY
2,3
N-Back ONLY
3,3

Dual
P2 Dual
2,2
Viewing ONLY
P3 single

Viewing ONLY
P4 single

N-Back ONLY
4,3

Dual
P5 Dual
5,2
Viewing ONLY
P6 single

Viewing ONLY
P5 single

Dual
P7 Dual
7,2
N-Back ONLY
8,3

Dual
P6 Dual
6,2
N-Back ONLY
7,3

N-Back ONLY
9,3

Dual
P8 Dual
8,2
Viewing ONLY
P9 Single

Viewing ONLY
P10 Single

N-Back ONLY
10,3

Dual
P11 Dual
11,2
Viewing ONLY
P12 Single

Viewing ONLY
P11 Single

Dual
P13 Dual
13,2
N-Back ONLY
14,3
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N-Back ONLY
1,3

Dual
P12 Dual
12,2
N-Back ONLY
13,3
Dual
P14 Dual
14,2

15

P15_EX
15,1

16

P16_EX
16,1

17

P17_EX
17,1

Dual
P15 Dual
15,2
Dual
P16 Dual
16,2
N-Back ONLY
17,3

18

P18_EX
18,1

N-Back ONLY
18,3

19

P19_EX
19,1

Viewing ONLY
P19 single

20

P20_EX
20,1

Viewing ONLY
P20 single

21

P21_EX
21,1

22

P22_EX
22,1

23

P23_EX
23,1

Dual
P9 Dual
21,2
Dual
P10 Dual
22,2
N-Back ONLY
23,3

24

P24_EX
24,1

N-Back ONLY
24,3

N-Back ONLY
15,3

Viewing ONLY
P15 Single

Viewing ONLY
P16 Single

N-Back ONLY
16,3

Dual
P17 Dual
17,2
Viewing ONLY
P18 Single

Viewing ONLY
P17 Single

Dual
P19 Dual
19,2
N-Back ONLY
20,3
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Dual
P18 Dual
18,2
N-Back ONLY
19,3

N-Back ONLY
21,3

Dual
P8 Dual
20,2
Viewing ONLY
P21 Single

Viewing ONLY
P22 Single

N-Back ONLY
22,3

Dual
P11 Dual
23,2
Viewing ONLY
P24 Single

Viewing ONLY
P23 Single
Dual
P24 Dual
24,2

APPENDIX D.3 Study 2 Stimuli
Unique still shots
1. “Mariand”

2. “One-Way”
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3. “Rock”

4. “Twelve”

177

Random still shots

178

179

180

181

APPENDIX D.4 Study 2 Areas of Interest
1. “Mariand”

2. “One Way”

182

3. “Rock”

4. “Twelve”
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APPENDIX D.5 Power Analysis
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APPENDIX D.6 Detailed Study Components
Research Question
Hypotheses
Dependent Measures

Analyses
Research Question
Hypotheses

Dependent Measures
Analyses
Research Question
Hypotheses

1. Do these previously reported areas predict where drivers look?
We hypothesize that there will be at least 50% agreement of where drivers looked and where
they clicked in the images.
• Fixation Count
• Time to First Fixation
• Post-study clicks
• Task success percentage for each click of where they looked compared to where they clicked
in the post-study survey.
2. Do these reported areas of importance predict where drivers will look based on task
instruction?
We hypothesize that there will be a shift in the distribution of fixations to AOIs depending on
the task.
2a. Participants will make significantly more fixations to AOIs on the right side of the
intersection when turning right versus continuing straight.
2b. Participants will have significantly shorter time to first fixations for AOIs on the
right side.
2c. The average of the horizontal fixations will shift to the right.
• Fixation Count (FC)
• Gaze Point 2D
• A paired samples T-Test to compare the average X coordinate (collapsed across images) to
compare straight to turning right.
3. Do participants look at the same areas of importance when performing a secondary task?
We hypothesize that a secondary task will interfere with a participant’s typical scanning
patterns.
3a1. We predict that participants will make
3b1. Participants will have significantly
shorter first fixation durations to the AOIs
significantly fewer fixations to the AOIs
compared to the single task condition.
compared to the single task condition.
3a2.Participants will make significantly more
fixations to the right when turning right.
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3b2. Participants will have significantly
longer times to first fixation to the AOIs
compared to the single task condition.

3a3.Participants will have significantly shorter
time to first fixation to the right when turning
right.
Dependent Measures

• Fixation Count (FC)

Analyses

Paired samples t-test

• Time to First Fixation (TTFF)
• First Fixation Duration (FFD)
Paired samples t-test
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APPENDIX D.7 Modified AOIs for Task Instruction Hypotheses
1. “Mariand”

2. “One Way”
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3. “Rock”

4. “Twelve”
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Appendix E. DRIVING IMAGE MATLAB ANALYSES
E.1 MATLAB Saliency Toolbox 2.3 Output
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APPENDIX E.1 MATLAB Saliency Toolbox 2.3 Output
Explanation of MATLAB’s Saliency Toolbox 2.3: “The SaliencyToolbox is a collection of
Matlab functions and scripts for computing the saliency map for an image, for
determining the extent of a proto-object, and for serially scanning the image with the
focus of attention” (Walther, n.d.).
1. “Mariand”

2. “One Way”
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3. “Rock”

4. “Twelve”
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Appendix F. TASK LOAD BY INSTRUCTION ANALYSES
F.1 Interaction Effect Tables of Task Load by Task Instruction

192

APPENDIX F.1 Interaction Effect Tables of Task Load by Task Instruction

Table 26. Summary of the significant interaction effects.
Image

AOI

Metric

F

p

Partial Eta

Mariand

Right Side Street

FFD

20.450

.003

.745

Mariand

Right Mirror

TTFF

5.064

.046

.315

One Way

Right Mirror

TFD

4.685

.045

.216

One Way

Rearview

FC

7.000

.019

.333

Twelve

Front

TFD

7.510

.009

.173

Twelve

Front

FC

11.519

.002

.242

Twelve

Front

TTFF

9.030

.005

.201

Twelve

Right Mirror

FC

4.734

.058

.345

Table 27. A summary table of main effects and interactions of the AOI: Front.
Image

Metric

Comparison

F

p

Partial
Eta

Mariand

TFD

Instruction

33.275

*.000

.495

Load

10.458

*.003

.235

Instruction*Load

1.331

.257

.038

Instruction

22.037

*.000

.380

Load

30.262

*.000

.457

Instruction*Load

7.510

*.009

.173

Instruction

17.026

*.000

.387

Load

13.613

*.001

.335

Instruction*Load

3.135

.088

.104

Instruction

24.925

*.000

.462

Load

9.208

*.005

.241

Instruction*Load

.967

.334

.032

Twelve

Rock

One Way

TFD

TFD

TFD
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Mariand

Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

Twelve

TTFF

TTFF

TTFF

TTFF

FFD

FFD

FFD

FFD

FC

FC

Instruction

17.869

*.000

.345

Load

1.631

.210

.046

Instruction*Load

.373

.545

.011

Instruction

2.737

.107

.071

Load

2.304

.138

.060

Instruction*Load

9.030

*.005

.201

Instruction

6.168

*.020

. 186

Load

3.770

.063

.123

Instruction*Load

2.588

.119

.087

Instruction

4.238

*.049

.128

Load

.472

.498

.016

Instruction*Load

1.036

.317

.034

Instruction

3.957

.055

.104

Load

3.543

.068

.094

Instruction*Load

.292

.592

.009

Instruction

.680

.415

.019

Load

5.899

*.020

.141

Instruction*Load

1.316

.259

.035

Instruction

2.176

.152

.075

Load

.379

.543

.014

Instruction*Load

.257

.616

.009

Instruction

1.381

.250

.045

Load

4.778

*.037

.141

Instruction*Load

.231

.635

.008

Instruction

28.778

*.000

.458

Load

.184

.671

.005

Instruction*Load

1.747

.195

.049

Instruction

21.339

*.000

.372
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Rock

One Way

FC

FC

Load

2.167

.150

.057

Instruction*Load

11.519

*.002

.242

Instruction

31.061

*.000

.535

Load

2.467

.128

.084

Instruction*Load

.033

.858

.001

Instruction

33.794

*.000

.538

Load

1.307

.262

.043

Instruction*Load

.888

.354

.030

Note, an * denotes a significant effect in the significance (p) column.
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Table 28. A summary table of main effects and interactions of the AOI: Rearview.
Image

Metric

Comparison

F

p

Partial
Eta

Mariand

TFD

Instruction

1.065

.316

.056

Load

.135

.718

.007

Instruction*Load

3.836

.066

.176

Instruction

.150

.707

.016

Load

.077

.787

.009

Instruction*Load

1.672

.228

.157

Instruction

.120

.735

.010

Load

2.350

.151

.164

Instruction*Load

.445

.517

.036

Instruction

1.893

.190

.119

Load

.366

.555

.026

Instruction*Load

. 317

.582

.022

Instruction

.020

.888

.001

Load

.524

.478

.028

Instruction*Load

.771

.391

.041

Instruction

.909

.365

.092

Load

.117

.740

.013

Instruction*Load

.611

.455

.064

Instruction

.050

.826

.004

Load

1.972

.186

.141

Instruction*Load

.903

.361

.070

Instruction

1.801

.201

.114

Load

1.070

.318

.071

Instruction*Load

.055

.818

.004

Instruction

.504

.487

.027

Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

TFD

TFD

TFD

TTFF

TTFF

TTFF

TTFF

FFD
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Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

Twelve

Rock

One Way

FFD

FFD

FFD

FC

FC

FC

FC

Load

.843

.371

.045

Instruction*Load

.511

.484

.028

Instruction

.084

.779

.009

Load

.601

.458

.063

Instruction*Load

1.601

.238

.151

Instruction

1.708

.216

.125

Load

1.078

.320

.082

Instruction*Load

.016

.901

.001

Instruction

.064

.804

.005

Load

1.492

.242

.096

Instruction*Load

1.354

.264

.088

Instruction

2.982

.101

.142

Load

.015

.904

.001

Instruction*Load

.830

.374

.044

Instruction

.804

.393

.082

Load

.000

1.000

.000

Instruction*Load

.000

1.000

.000

Instruction

2.959

.111

.198

Load

1.834

.201

.133

Instruction*Load

.209

.656

.017

Instruction

.019

.891

.001

Load

.258

.620

.018

Instruction*Load

7.000

*.019

.333

Note, an * denotes a significant effect in the significance (p) column.
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Table 29. A summary table of main effects and interactions of the AOI: Right Mirror.
Image

Metric

Comparison

F

p

Partial
Eta

Mariand

TFD

Instruction

18.877

*.001

.632

Load

.261

.619

.023

Instruction*Load

1.511

.245

.121

Instruction

2.995

.118

.250

Load

.072

.795

.008

Instruction*Load

2.011

.190

.183

Instruction

6.126

*.038

.434

Load

.380

.555

.045

Instruction*Load

1.502

.255

.158

Instruction

14.846

*.001

.466

Load

1.728

.206

.092

Instruction*Load

4.685

*.045

.216

Instruction

40.473

*.000

.786

Load

1.948

.190

.150

Instruction*Load

5.064

*.046

.315

Instruction

4.197

.071

.318

Load

.679

.431

.070

Instruction*Load

.086

.776

.009

Instruction

3.998

.081

.333

Load

4.384

.070

.354

Instruction*Load

.038

.850

.005

Instruction

9.021

*.008

.347

Load

5.058

*.038

.229

Instruction*Load

. 114

.740

.007

Instruction

1.627

.228

.129

Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

TFD

TFD

TFD

TTFF

TTFF

TTFF

TTFF

FFD
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Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

Twelve

Rock

One Way

FFD

FFD

FFD

FC

FC

FC

FC

Load

.032

.860

.003

Instruction*Load

.799

.391

.068

Instruction

.935

.359

.094

Load

.032

.862

.004

Instruction*Load

.032

.863

.003

Instruction

3.305

.107

.292

Load

.757

.410

.086

Instruction*Load

1.098

.325

.121

Instruction

1.319

.267

.072

Load

2.739

.116

.139

Instruction*Load

1.099

.309

.061

Instruction

13.200

*.004

.545

Load

.806

.388

.068

Instruction*Load

2.532

.140

.187

Instruction

2.371

.158

.209

Load

.643

.443

.067

Instruction*Load

4.734

*.058

.345

Instruction

1.665

.233

.172

Load

.438

.527

.052

Instruction*Load

3.125

.115

.281

Instruction

12.486

*.003

.423

Load

.018

.896

.001

Instruction*Load

.910

.354

.051

Note, an * denotes a significant effect in the significance (p) column.
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Table 30. A summary table of main effects and interactions of the AOI: Right Side Street.
Image

Metric

Comparison

F

p

Partial
Eta

Mariand

TFD

Instruction

1.422

.272

.169

Load

1.363

.281

.163

Instruction*Load

2.149

.186

.235

Instruction

12.552

*.008

.611

Load

.317

.589

.038

Instruction*Load

.619

.454

.072

Instruction

7.500

*.052

.652

Load

.416

.554

.094

Instruction*Load

.980

.378

.197

Instruction

7.233

*.055

.644

Load

. 088

.782

.021

Instruction*Load

.002

.964

.001

Instruction

1.871

.214

.211

Load

.336

.580

.046

Instruction*Load

.057

.818

.008

Instruction

9.804

*.014

.551

Load

.012

.917

.001

Instruction*Load

.872

.378

.098

Instruction

2.013

.229

.335

Load

1.676

.265

.295

Instruction*Load

.335

.594

.077

Instruction

4.070

.114

.504

Load

5.331

.082

.571

Instruction*Load

1.814

.249

.312

Instruction

4.575

.070

.395

Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

TFD

TFD

TFD

TTFF

TTFF

TTFF

TTFF

FFD
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Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

Twelve

Rock

One Way

FFD

FFD

FFD

FC

FC

FC

FC

Load

13.647

*.008

.661

Instruction*Load

20.450

*.003

.745

Instruction

.522

.491

.061

Load

.452

.520

.053

Instruction*Load

.197

.669

.024

Instruction

.143

.725

.034

Load

1.454

.294

.267

Instruction*Load

.002

.964

.001

Instruction

.620

.475

.134

Load

3.538

.133

.469

Instruction*Load

.454

.537

.102

Instruction

12.552

*.008

.611

Load

.317

.589

.038

Instruction*Load

.619

.454

.072

Instruction

18.750

*.003

.701

Load

1.806

.216

.184

Instruction*Load

.609

.458

.071

Instruction

6.541

.063

.621

Load

.110

.757

.027

Instruction*Load

.590

.485

.129

Instruction

6.612

.062

.623

Load

1.946

.235

.327

Instruction*Load

.000

1.000

.000

Note, an * denotes a significant effect in the significance (p) column.
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Table 31. A summary table of main effects and interactions of the AOI: Left Mirror.
Image

Metric

Comparison

F

p

Partial
Eta

Mariand

TFD

Instruction

.382

.563

.071

Load

.011

.921

.002

Instruction*Load

.039

.852

.008

Instruction

.273

.653

.120

Load

.467

.565

.189

Instruction*Load

.598

.520

.230

Instruction

.394

.575

.116

Load

.036

.861

.012

Instruction*Load

.393

.575

.116

Instruction

.700

.450

.149

Load

. 002

.971

.000

Instruction*Load

.122

.745

.030

Instruction

.000

.991

.000

Load

6.301

*.054

.558

Instruction*Load

.340

.585

.064

Instruction

.000

.988

.000

Load

114.841

*.009

.983

Instruction*Load

3.325

.210

.624

Instruction

.224

.668

.070

Load

2.182

.236

.421

Instruction*Load

4.525

.123

.601

Instruction

1.264

.324

.240

Load

1.251

.326

.238

Instruction*Load

. 701

.449

.149

Instruction

1.176

.328

.190

Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

TFD

TFD

TFD

TTFF

TTFF

TTFF

TTFF

FFD
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Twelve

Rock

One Way

Mariand

Twelve

Rock

One Way

FFD

FFD

FFD

FC

FC

FC

FC

Load

.295

.610

.056

Instruction*Load

5.597

.064

.528

Instruction

2.521

.253

.558

Load

.092

.790

.044

Instruction*Load

.653

.504

.246

Instruction

.250

.652

.077

Load

1.247

.345

.294

Instruction*Load

1.251

.345

.294

Instruction

.485

.524

.108

Load

. 460

.535

.103

Instruction*Load

.145

.723

.035

Instruction

.357

.576

.067

Load

.077

.793

.015

Instruction*Load

1.429

.286

.222

Instruction

1.000

.423

.333

Load

3.000

.225

.600

Instruction*Load

.143

.742

.067

Instruction

.419

.564

.123

Load

.070

.809

.023

Instruction*Load

.403

.571

.118

Instruction

.186

.688

.044

Load

.000

1.000

.000

Instruction*Load

.000

1.000

.000

Note, an * denotes a significant effect in the significance (p) column.
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